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Chapter 1

Introduction
Vanderlande is a global market leader for automated logistic solutions at airports and in the parcel
market. The company is also a leading supplier for warehouse automation solutions. Vanderlande
has offices around the world and its headquarters is located in Veghel, the Netherlands. The
turnover in 2016 was e1.1 billion, an 11% increase over the year prior and a record in the history
of the company. In 2017, Vanderlande has been acquired by Toyota Industries Corporation.
The material handling systems of Vanderlande are custom designed to the customer requirements.
The customer requires a system that can handle a certain throughput at the lowest possible lifetime cost. As a result of increasingly stricter customer requirements, the designed systems have
become more complex and the level of automation has increased.
The push in automation has lead to an increase in the number of internal system dependencies,
due to a bigger number of subsystems as well as closer entanglements of subsystems. Good communication between subsystem design teams and proper management of specifications are vital in
meeting the agreed system lead time. To improve this process, the Vanderlande R&D department
is looking to adopt the Model-Based Design framework.
The main intent of Model-Based Design is that communication between development teams happens through models rather than documents. A model of the system is maintained throughout
the entire development phase, incorporating design choices as they are made. The system design
becomes much more insightful this way, which makes it easier to detect design faults at an early
development stage.
The aim of this study is to optimise the design of the Infeed Zone of a Vanderlande sortation
system in terms of its maximum attainable capacity. A Model-Based Design approach will be used
to estimate the capacity of infeed design alterations. Changes in both the electromechanical design
and the controls algorithm are considered in determining the optimal design.

1.1

Crossorter System

Vanderlande offers a variety of sortation system solutions, the core of which is made up by the
linesorter and loopsorter product families. A linesorter is a conveyor which can unload products
during transportation. Unloading can be performed either by pushers, pop-up wheels or movable
shoes. The Posisorter, shown in Figure 1.1(a), is a linesorter that uses the shoes to unload products.
The shoes can move sideways, so that the product is pushed off of the conveyor. There might be
either a collection of chutes or outgoing belt conveyors next to the sorter to which the products
are delivered.
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(a) Posisorter

(b) Crossorter

Figure 1.1: Examples of Vanderlande linesorter (a) and loopsorter (b) systems.
A loopsorter uses a carrier loop on which products can be placed. The sorter receives from multiple incoming product flows by means of the infeeds. An infeed has to ensure that the product is
delivered to an empty carrier on the loop. The product is then transported to one of the outfeeds,
where the carrier unloads it. This way, the system is able to sort the products from different incoming flows into multiple outgoing flows.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1.2: Crossorter crossbelt carrier separately (a) and as part of the loop (b).
Different product carriers are used within the loopsorter family. A carrier may have either a crossbelt, a tilt tray or a deck outfitted with a push beam. The Crossorter uses carriers with crossbelt
decks, which are small belt conveyors that can move perpendicular to the loop direction. It is able
to center a product after loading and to hand it over to an outfeed by moving it off the deck. The
crossbelt carrier is shown in Figure 1.2. The carrier loop runs at a constant velocity of up to 3.0m/s.
The Crossorter is capable of the highest capacity of all the sorters in the Vanderlande portfolio. It is employed in solutions for both the parcel and warehousing markets due to its capability
to handle a wide array of product types. The system can be configured with carriers with a length
of 700, 1200 or 1500mm.
The Crossorter Area (SCS) is subdivided into different zones, where each zone fullfills a specific functionality of the sortation system. The system is schematically depicted in Figure 1.3. The
Transport Zone (TRZ) is made up of the carriers and the loop track. Loading of the carriers happens in the Merge Zone (MGZ), which consists of multiple Infeed Zones (IFZ). Unloading happens
in the Sort Zone (SOZ), where products can be delivered to one of multiple Outfeed Zones (OFZ).
An Infeed Zone will simply be referred to as infeed and the Outfeed Zone as outfeed.
2
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IFZ

IFZ

IFZ

MGZ

TRZ

SOZ

OFZ

OFZ

OFZ

Figure 1.3: Schematic of the Vanderlande Sorter Crossorter Area (SCS) with its functional zones.

1.2

Crossorter Infeed Zone

The core function of the the Merge Zone is to load the carriers in the loop with products coming
from multiple supply streams. Each of these streams is connected to a dedicated infeed. The
Merge Zone is in control over the assignment of carriers to products on the infeeds. It has to
ensure that the carrier line is loaded to the fullest possible extent to optimise the throughput of
the sorter. Secondly, it should keep a balance between the handling of different supply streams.
The absence of a balancing objective will lead to an unequal distribution of the workload over the
infeeds.
An infeed transports a product to a designated carrier. This means the product must be handed
over to the carrier the moment it travels past the end of the infeed. The infeed is able to influence
the time at which a product is delivered. Vanderlande has multiple infeed designs that are tailored
to varying customer requirements.
The base components of the Infeed Zone are depicted in Figure 1.4. The product enters the
zone via the supply section. As it hands over the product to the induct, it passes under a contour
sensor. This sensor finds the outer contours of the product and determines its center. Using this
information, a carrier is selected to which the product will be delivered.
The supply section of the infeed may either be a manual lay-up station or a belt conveyor that
delivers products to the supply belt. The latter is referred to as the throw-catch principle due to
the fact that the upstream belt throws the product onto the catch belt. A waterfall throw-catch
subsystem uses a heightened throwbelt to hand over the products to the catch belt. In a level
throw-catch the products make a small drop onto the catch belt, resulting in a gentler handling.
In order to maximize throughput, it is of importance to deliver a product in such an orientation that it does not reside on more carriers than necessary. This means that products will have to
be aligned upstream of the induct and junction belts. The throw-catch subsystem aligns products
by pushing them against a surface parallel to the throw belt. Care must be taken at the handover
of the product from the throw to the catch belt however. When the front of a parcel hits the moving catch belt during handover, it might lead to an unwanted rotation of the product.
Design Optimisation of a Throw-Catch Infeed Using a Model-Based Design Approach
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Product Contour
Sensor

Catch belt

Throw-Catch
Induct junction Induct short belts
Product Contour
Sensor

Manual lay-up
Induct junction

Induct short belts

Throw belt

Supply belt

Figure 1.4: Schematic of two Vanderlande Infeed Zones with a carrier line. The lower infeed has
a manual lay-up station. The upper infeed has an automated supply of products by means of the
throw-catch section.

A product on the induct is delivered to the assigned carrier either by an On-The-Fly (OTF) or
a Via-Stop (VS) profile [2], both of which are depicted in Figure 1.5. An On-The-Fly velocity
profile has a single acceleration action from acceptance velocity vin to sorter delivery velocity vout .
The latter is determined by
vout =

vsorter
,
cos(30)

(1.1)

where vsorter is the constant velocity at which the sorter operates. A Via-Stop profile has the same
acceptance and delivery velocities, but contains a deceleration action from vin to 0m/s before accelerating to vout .
v

vout

OTF

vin
0

VS
x

OTF window (SynMar)

VS window

Figure 1.5: Schematic representation of the induct delivery windows and the associated delivery
profiles. In the On-The-Fly profile the location at which the product is accelerated can be chosen
within in a certain interval, which results in a window on the carrier line in which the product can be
delivered.

4
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For an On-The-Fly profile, the location on the induct at which the product is accelerated can
be varied. As a result, a range of delivery times is possible. The delivery time window for which
an On-The-Fly profile can be selected is referred to as the Synchronization Margin (SynMar). If the
delivery time lies outside of the SynMar, a Via-Stop profile will be selected. The intervals of both
profiles are schematically shown in Figure 1.5. Between the On-The-Fly and Via-Stop windows a
time interval may exist for which the induct cannot deliver the product to a carrier.

1.3

Previous Loopsorter Research Efforts

The Vanderlande loopsorter systems have been prior topic of research. Peeters [4] investigated
the use of a predictive algorithm to optimise throughput and balancing objectives within a parcel
hub. The algorithm allocates a product to a Loopsorter carrier before it is loaded onto the supply
leading to the infeed. This is achieved by prediction of product window positions for a set horizon
and subsequently delaying products until no overlap of windows will occur.
The algorithm presented by Peeters has shown better performance than the reference control
algorithm in terms of throughput and balancing of the different infeed streams. Deviations on the
predicted positions cause a drop in throughput that lies well below the reference however. Since
products on an actual system are subject to varying disturbances, the algorithm would have to be
improved in terms of its robustness before it could be deployed.
Merge balancing algorithms for carrier allocation were also investigated by Meens [3]. In this
study the algorithm is implemented locally on the infeeds, rather than on their preceding supply
zones. A model has been developed that abstracts the plant dynamics of the infeed and carrier
loop by replacing them with time delays. The abstraction ensures low execution times such that
alterations in the algorithm can be tested rapidly. A loop controller in the model assigns the carriers to the infeeds and holds the merge controller logic.
By means of the model different merge algorithms have been assessed for peak loads. The devised control algorithms pose a trade-off between infeed throughput and workload balance. None
of the presented algorithms is found to yield optimal performance. It depends on the state of the
system which algorithm performs best. Therefore Meens recommends to investigate the use of a
controller that can switch between different merge control algorithms.
Schreuder [5] studied the feasibility of using a Model-Based Design for an infeed using MathWorks’ Stateflow toolbox. The model that has been created describes the manual lay-up infeed
down to the behaviour of its electromechanical components. System components reside as separate modules in the model, such that extension or replacement of subsystems is straightforward.
A comparison of throughput estimates of the proposed model and the employed Vanderlande
simulation model shows a deviation within 3%.

1.4

Problem Description

Cost-effectiveness of a material handling solution is key for its commercial success. For the Crossorter system this means that the sorting capacity should be as high as possible for the given cost.
The cost-effectiveness can be improved by either increasing the capacity of the sorter or a costdown of the equipment. This study will focus on ways to increase the capacity rather than on an
equipment cost-down.
The capacity of the Crossorter system is dependent on the percentage of carriers that the Merge
Zone can load with products. The infeeds in a Merge Zone are some of the costliest components
in the system. As a result, the Merge Zone typically forms the bottleneck of the system. Capacity
Design Optimisation of a Throw-Catch Infeed Using a Model-Based Design Approach
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improvements to the zone may therefore lead to a direct increase of the Crossorter capacity. The
throughput of the Merge Zone is dependent on the factors outlined below.
• Capacity of the Infeed Zone. The maximum number of infeeds that can be part a Crossorter
system is generally limited by either financial or spatial constraints. Therefore, capacity of a
Merge Zone should be increased by making better use of the limited number of infeeds.
• Quality of the merge controller. In theory, a 100% utilization could be achieved if the sum
of all infeed capacities equals the number of carriers that pass the Merge Zone. Loading of
the carriers with multiple infeeds while maintaining maximum throughput of the infeeds is
no trivial task however, as shown by Meens [3]. Currently, no merge control algorithm is
available that can balance mutiple infeed streams without a loss in utilization.
• The number of recirculating products. It may occur that a product cannot be delivered
to an outfeed during a loop. These products will then pass the infeed again, occupying a
carrier that may otherwise be loaded. This may occur when the outfeed is unable to receive
new products, for example when it is already operating at full capacity.
• Exceptional behaviour. The flow of a product may not always occur as intended. In such
cases the system has safeguards that ensure proper handling of the situation, such that
the system stays safe and is able to resume normal operation quickly. An example of an
exception is the incorrect orientation of a product for the carrier, which might lead to the
product overlapping on a wrong carrier.
The focus of this research is on the capacity improvement of an infeed with a throw-catch supply.
Rather than using manual lay-up of products, this infeed has an automated supply consisting of a
throw and a catch belt conveyor. Products are aligned in their optimal orientation for the carrier
on the throwbelt and then passed onto the catchbelt. An increase in capacity of the throw-catch
infeed is of interest since it could allow for the use of less infeeds in a Merge Zone. Apart from a
cost reduction this would allow for more freedom in the design of a system lay-out.
One of the bottlenecks for the particular infeed is the throw-catch handover. During handover
of a product between the throwbelt and catchbelt, the product partly resides on both conveyors.
Due to the different flow directions of both conveyors the product is rotated, which deviates it
from the optimal orientation for the carrier. If this deviation is too large, the product may fall
outside of the carrier boundaries. This could lead to the blockage of an unassigned carrier or a
collision between products.
In some cases, the velocity of the catch belt has to be reduced upon the receival of a product
to prevent excessive rotation of the product. When the product fully resides on the catch belt, it
is accelerated to meet the acceptance speed of the induct. As a result, the catch belt has to go
through a deceleration and acceleration action for every product. The succeeding product cannot
be handed over until the catch belt has the correct velocity for receival. This is known to limit the
throughput of the infeed.

1.5

Research Questions

It is of interest to Vanderlande to find alterations in the infeed design that lift the current capacity limit. Both electromechanical changes and alterations in the control algorithm should be
considered. Testing the effect of design changes by means of real system set-ups is too costly
and time-consuming. Therefore a model should be developed that allows for rapid prototyping of
varying system designs.
Throughput improvement of a single throw-catch infeed will be the primary goal of this study.
The focus will be on the throughput of the infeed under perfect conditions. In this situation,
6
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products are assumed to behave as intended (i.e. no exceptional behaviour). The crossbelt carriers passing the infeed are empty and products are supplied to the infeed with a constant time
interval. The capacity associated with the smallest time interval for which the controller does not
limit the product flow is referred to as the design capacity.
It would also be of interest to assess the capacity when multiple optimised infeeds are used within
in a Merge Zone. This is known as the merge capacity. For a peak load scenario of a realistic system lay-out, the merge capacity is likely to be lower than sum of infeed design capacities without
access to a perfect merge balancing algorithm. Improvement of the merge capacity is a secondary
research focus.
The following research questions are posed to solve the problem central in this study:
• How should the throw-catch infeed be designed such that the highest design capacity is
reached?
• How should the throw-catch infeed be designed such that the highest merge capacity is
reached?

1.6

Outline

This chapter has introduced the problem that is the subject of this study and has provided background on the Vanderlande Crossorter system. In Chapter 2 a model framework is presented that
has been used to analyse the throw-catch infeed. It is explained which considerations went into
the development of this framework and how it is positioned with respect to models that have been
developed prior.
In Chapter 3 the current Vanderlande throw-catch infeed design is analysed. A model is contructed by means of the framework, so that the bottlenecks can be identified. An analytical analysis is
performed to gain a better understanding of the bottleneck causes and to determine the effect of
design changes. Alterations that should be made to increase capacity of the infeed are presented
in Chapter 4. Finally, the conclusions and recommendations are found in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2

Model-Based Design Approach
The previous chapter has introduced the Crossorter system that is the subject of this research.
The goal is to improve the throughput of an infeed that loads products onto the Crossorter carrier
loop. The specific infeed type under consideration has an automated supply of products via a
throw-catch section. It hands over a product by throwing it onto the subsequent conveyor belt.
The capacity of the throw-catch infeed must be improved by making changes to the current design.
These can be alterations in the electromechanical design or the control algorithm.
In this chapter, a Model-Based Design approach is used to construct a virtual prototyping framework. This method allows for a much wider design space exploration during the early phase of
development compared to physical prototyping. The presented framework allows for the customization of conveyor lay-outs and control behaviour. The considerations made during development
are outlined and the various functionalities are explained.
Using the framework, a model is created of the current infeed. The capacity of the infeed is
determined using this model and the associated bottlenecks are identified in Chapter 3. This will
serve as a basis for advice on design improvements in Chapter 4.

2.1

Model Requirements

The Model-Based Design (MBD) paradigm centers on the idea to use a model as the basis of development of a product or technology. At the start of a project, a high-level model is constructed that
aids in defining the requirements and interfaces between subsystems. During development more
details are added to the model, as the lower-level subsystems are defined. The resulting model is
a full system description, where components can be tested separately or as part of the complete
system. Using code generation, it is possible to generate the control software right from the model.
Development by means of a model can significantly improve the quality of complex products.
In the early phases of development it helps by allowing much quicker prototyping of different
design ideas. The feasibility of these designs can be assessed before construction of a physical
prototype. Another benefit of the use of a model is that it can serve as a ground truth within a
development team. This may ease communication and can lead to better collaboration between
team members [1]. Finally, quality of the product can be improved due to the possibility to test
components throughout the development process.
A model is required that gives an accurate approximation of the infeed capacity for the given
ingoing product flow. The characteristics of the flow are dependent on the type of capacity of
interest. The capacity definitions used within Vanderlande are outlined below.
• Design capacity. The theoretical throughput of a single component, section or zone.
Design Optimisation of a Throw-Catch Infeed Using a Model-Based Design Approach
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• Line capacity. The throughput that a particular line shall achieve under ideal test conditions,
where the line is defined to be in between two points in a system.
• System capacity. The throughput that a system or subsystem shall achieve under ideal test
conditions.
• Operational capacity. The throughput that that the system shall achieve under normal
operating conditions.
The outlined research questions are concerned with the design capacity of an infeed and the system capacity of a merge subsystem consisting of multiple infeeds. In the design capacity case the
arriving material flow is assumed to be deterministic and to consist of equally sized products. The
deterministic nature of the flow is the result of the fixed distance between products as they enter
the infeed. The flow with the smallest gap that the infeed can process indefinitely is the design
capacity that is of interest.
In this instance, the design capacity benchmark could also be regarded as a benchmark for line
capacity. The difference between the two is that the latter is geared to towards practice whereas
the former is focused on theoretical performance. For line capacity one would therefore also consider stochastic product flows that follow a distribution of products close to that encountered in
reality. System capacity is similar to line capacity, but has a wider system view. For the Crossorter
the system capacity of the merge subsystem is also known as the merge capacity.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1: Model boundary for (a) design and line capacity and (b) system and merge capacity.
The merge subsystem may contain any number of infeeds and is not restricted to the three that are
depicted.
The throw-catch infeed is modelled starting at the throwbelt as depicted in Figure 2.1. In front
of the throwbelt there is a supply conveyor with a section that aligns the products to the side of
the conveyor. The supply section may include an accumulation zone that acts as a buffer. It is
assumed that the incoming product flow can be supplied perfectly in any form that is required in
the analysis, so that there is no need to include them in the model.
Next to the throw-catch infeed, part of the sorter loop must be modelled as a straight carrier
line. This is necessary since the delivery to the carriers can only occur at time instances where the
carrier passes the infeed. This fixed window delivery process is a key factor in the profile selection
on the induct. Depending on the type of capacity under consideration, either one or multiple
infeeds might be connected to the modelled carrier line.
The required fidelity of the model depends on the influence of the various subsystems on the
10
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system behaviour. It may be difficult or time-consuming to quantify all these influences before
modelling. Another aspect to consider is that simulation time of the model will increase when
the description becomes more detailed. Ideally, the model should not contain more detail than is
strictly necessary to give accurate approximations [6]. In order to accomplish this, the model must
have a description that can be coarsened or refined without a redesign of the model architecture.
Within the MBD philosophy, the presented model scope coincides with a high-level model that
is used during early development. The first step in development is to assess the performance limits of the current infeed design and to test the feasibility of new designs in terms of hardware and
controls. Only after the intended behaviour is determined, the control software can be defined to
ensure this behaviour is met by the system. Development of actual control software is not within
the scope of this research and therefore code generation is not set as a requirement for the model.
One of the main challenges in the creation of the model is grasping the complex behaviour of
the current infeed. The cause for this complexity is the large collection of internal processes in the
control algorithm that are implemented to increase performance. This results in a wide variety of
paths throughout the software, which can make it hard to determine the exact cause of a dieback
action. In order to cope with the complexity, the infeed behaviour is divided into that for interrupted and uninterrupted flow.
Approximation of the design capacity only requires that the uninterrupted flow behaviour is accurate, since the capacity measurement that is sought concerns the largest possible uninterrupted
flow. This means that only part of the full system behaviour has to be described in the model to
perform the design capacity analysis. To assess the system capacity of a merge subsystem, the full
infeed behaviour is required since the infeed may be bottlenecked by external factors. Examples
of this are limited carrier availability and carrier assignment by the merge algorithm.
The model is required to have a means to visualise simulation data. This entails graphical plots,
but also a visualisation of the spatial presence of the infeed and products travelling over it. It
aids in inspecting whether the behaviour is in line with expectations and helps to communicate
findings to the Vanderlande development team. This is particularly important when considering
design alterations for which the behaviour cannot be validated against an existing data set.

2.2

Trajectory Scheduling Problem

A trait of the infeed behaviour that must be included in the description is the dependency of a
product trajectory on that of its predecessor. This dependency is caused by the conveyor belts in
the infeed, due to the fact that multiple products on a single belt are conveyed at the same velocity.
In addition, the velocity range of a belt at a specified time instance may be limited by the finite
acceleration and deceleration rates. This effectively constrains the velocity at positions along the
trajectory.
An example showing the trajectory velocity constraints is depicted in Figure 2.2. It considers a
situation where a product is travelling over a set of three conveyor belts according to the velocity
profile shown in (a). A trajectory of a succeeding product is limited in the velocity that it can
attain at a given time instance, which is depicted in (c). If the product lands on the conveyor belt
before the preceding product has left, it must be transported at the same velocity. In the case that
it is the only product on the belt, the reachable velocity depends on the time interval since the
last product has left and the velocity at which it left the conveyor. The feasible velocity range is
denoted by the marked areas in the figures.
The challenge in controlling the infeed to maximize throughput is the scheduling of products
over the conveyor belts. A controller must ensure the belt velocities that the product encounters
Design Optimisation of a Throw-Catch Infeed Using a Model-Based Design Approach
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Figure 2.2: Schematic depiction of the velocity constraint of a product trajectory over multiple conveyor belts. (a) Velocity profile of product over three conveyor belts in distance domain. (b) Three
sequential conveyor belts with a product that is transported. (c) Velocity profiles of conveyors in the
time domain, where the marked area denotes the reachable velocity range for a given time instance.

are in line with the planned trajectory. Otherwise the product will not be delivered to a carrier at
the designated time. The controller must also make sure that a product does not encounter slip
that would deviate it from its planned trajectory. This can occur if a product partly resides on two
adjacent conveyor belts that operate at different velocities.
To illustrate the scheduling problem, the following definition is presented. It is assumed that the
product is a point mass, that only resides on one conveyor belt at any time. In addition, the product
is strictly located in the middle of the conveyor belts. The trajectory of a product on the infeed is
divided into four parts, as shown in Figure 2.3. It consists of the subtrajectories over the throw belt
(t1 , t2 , ∆t12 , ∆x12 ), catch belt (t3 , t4 , ∆t34 , ∆x34 ) and induct belts (t4 , t5 , ∆t45 , ∆x45 ). A separate
subtrajectory is defined for the handover between the throw and catch belts (t2 , t3 , ∆t23 , ∆x23 ).

t5

Δx45
Δt45

t4

Δx34
Δt34

t3

Δx23
Δt23 t
2

Δx12
Δt12
t1

Figure 2.3: Schematic depiction of the trajectory scheduling problem on the throw-catch infeed.

The scheduling problem is concerned with the determination of a set of subtrajectories for which
12
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it holds that
∆t12

= t2 − t1 ,

(2.1)

∆t23

= t3 − t2 ,

(2.2)

∆t34

= t4 − t3 ,

(2.3)

∆t45

= t5 − t4 .

(2.4)

The travel time ∆t and travel distance ∆x of the product on a subtrajectory must coincide with
the velocity profile that it follows. It must hold that
∆x12

= vavg,12 ∆t12 ,

(2.5)

∆x23

= vavg,23 ∆t23 ,

(2.6)

∆x34

= vavg,34 ∆t34 ,

(2.7)

∆x45

= vavg,45 ∆t45 ,

(2.8)

where vavg denotes the mean velocity of the product along the trajectory. This velocity is constrained by the limited availability of feasible velocity profiles. The reachable velocities of the
conveyor belts contained in the trajectory are the cause of this, as shown in Figure 2.2. In addition, the velocity is bounded by a maximum velocity due to motor hardware limitations.
Time instance t5 must coincide with the passing of a carrier, which happens at regular intervals.
Interval time ∆tcarrier is given by
Lpitch
∆tcarrier =
,
(2.9)
vsorter
where Lpitch is the distance one carrier takes up on the sorter loop and vsorter is the velocity at
which the carriers move.

2.3

Analysis of Modelling Concepts

A model is sought that matches the outlined scope. Various model concepts are explored to assess their applicability. Vanderlande has multiple models of the Crossorter system available that
have been developed with different end goals in mind. The re-use of such a model could save a
significant amount of time in comparison to the development of a new model.
Queueing Model
Ideally, one would start with an abstracted mathematical model that gives a rough indication of
the system throughput. Such a model could highlight the main bottleneck rapidly and could serve
as a means of validation for a more complex model. A queueing model would be suited for a
mathematical analysis due to the throughput related research questions. Meens [3] studied the
use of an analytical queueing model for investigation of the merge process for multiple infeeds.
Here, the infeeds are modelled as queues which all deliver to a single conveyor. The model showed
large deviations with data from Vanderlande under the used assumptions. It was concluded that
further detailing of the model would have resulted in significantly more complexity and would
limit the flexibility to research different control algorithms.
The first difficulty in applying queuing theory to the current research problem would be how
to describe the infeed. A description as a queue does not fit the design capacity situation well,
since it considers a situation in which the product flow is not limited by availability on the conveyor belts. It would therefore be better to describe the infeed as a server or a set of servers.
Process times of the infeed would not be independent and identically distributed however.
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The interaction between conveyors and products that has been presented prior is a key factor
to consider when analysing the infeed for bottlenecks. As the incoming product flow increases,
the velocity constraints on the trajectories become more stringent and eventually necessitate the
limitation of incoming product flow. It is concluded that modelling of the conveyor-product interaction is required for an accurate analysis of the infeed. A queueing model is therefore not
found to be suitable for this analysis and a more detailed model is sought to assess the infeed
performance.
Vanderlande Emulation
Vanderlande has an emulation model framework available for their systems, which is used to
perform hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) testing. This framework has been developed internally by
Vanderlande. In the HIL method, the system control software is connected to a virtual representation of the system. It allows for the assessment of a controller design, since it shows the direct
response of the controller to realistic system behaviour. The benefit of this approach is that test
scenarios can be analysed without the need for the real system.
The models created by means of the framework are high fidelity plant descriptions that run in realtime. It includes the description of the hardware down to the individual actuators and sensors.
Customisation of the hardware lay-out is achieved through Vanderlande specific configuration
files. The control behaviour can also be influenced through these files, but is limited to a set of
options that are defined within the control software.
The emulation model is intended for testing of the control software. Alterations to the controlled
behaviour outside of the included control settings would require a significant effort to implement,
in large part due to the complexity of the control software. It is therefore key to prove the effectiveness of such changes before implementation. This model is not suited for such an analysis due
to its limited customizability.
Vanderlande Simulation
Vanderlande also has a modelling environment available that is used for approximation of the
system capacity of a sortation system. These approximations are key during the development of
a customer solution to check whether the required capacity is met for a given system lay-out. It
is assumed that the system components operate according to certain performance criteria. These
are based on performance measurements performed both on the emulation model and on realised
systems.
The modelling environment that is used is AutoMod, a discrete-event simulation package aimed
at the analysis of automated material handling systems. It is able describe a happy product flow
throughout a virtual system lay-out. Vanderlande uses self developed modules in this environment
to model the behaviour associated with the infeeds and the interaction with the loopsorter. In the
model, an infeed is implemented as a queue that is served by the loopsorter. The service times of
the sorter are based on acquired performance data and the carrier availability of the sorter. The
available simulation model is therefore not suited for analysis of different infeed designs.
Merge Model by Meens
The model by Meens [3] is aimed at the analysis of merge algorithms for a Crossorter merge
subsystem consisting of multiple infeeds. It does not describe the plant dynamics of the infeed in
detail, but instead considers the time delay that is associated with the transport of a product to the
loop. The model is intentionally kept abstract to ensure quick adaptability and low computational
cost.
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The research makes a distinction between a low-capacity and high-capacity infeed. For the former
it is assumed that the gap between two succeeding arriving items is large enough that both can be
accelerated at any point without interfering. This cannot be assumed for the high-capacity infeed.
Using the model by Schreuder, it was determined that no slippage would occur if the succeeding
product is placed on the loopsorter a set number of carriers behind its predecessor. This condition
is enforced for products of all sizes in the model.
The model does not consider the interaction between the belts and the products in detail. This
interaction must be considered when determining the highest possible throughput of the infeed,
since it is a potential bottleneck. Finally, the model lacks a visualisation option. Therefore it does
not meet the outlined model requirements.
Infeed Model by Schreuder
Schreuder [5] developed a model of a single infeed with a manual lay-up station. The goal of
this research was to assess the feasibility of a Model-Based Design approach to improve the control algorithm of the infeed. The goal was to develop a model that could accurately predict the
throughput of the infeed, so that it could be proven that there was the room for improvement.
It was also intended for the model to allow for future extensions such as performing real-time
analyses.
The infeed is modelled as a controlled plant. Products are not modelled as separate physical
entities, but exist as signals generated by external stubs or internal plant processes. Each individual conveyor belt instance keeps track of the position of the item relative to itself in its plant
description. The control logic has direct access to this data, rather than using a tracking feature
based on sensor readings.
One of the main considerations in the architectural design of the model was modularity, since
it eases future expansion. The plant description considers the conveyor belt motors, PEC sensors
and product contour sensor. Control occurs locally at the individual conveyor belts and at a global
level that considers the entire infeed subsystem. A central supervisor is used for item handling
that has information of individual actuators, sensors and processes.
Meens assessed the usability of the model for analysis of operational infeed behaviour [3]. In
the current state, it accelerates all products on the infeed early. It also does not contain an accurate implementation of the trajectory scheduling problem. The control logic does not consider
interference of product trajectories and therefore does not generate feasible profiles outside of the
case of early acceleration of a product. Outside of this situation the logic would result in colliding
products and slippage.
Meens concluded that extension of the model feature set would be very time-consuming. It was
also found that the model was hard to adapt due to the high level of detail included in the model.
In addition, the model does not have a means of visualisation to inspect the behaviour. The model
does therefore not match the presented model requirements in terms of customizability and accuracy.
Concluding Remarks
None of the discussed models is found to be directly applicable to the current research problem.
It is illustrated in Figure 2.4 how the models rank in terms of fidelity and adaptability relative to
each other. The marked area indicates the combination of the two factors that is sought. For the
design exploration a high adaptability is required. The level of fidelity should be high enough to
allow for accurate approximations.
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of various Crossorter infeed models in terms of model fidelity and adaptability. The marked area indicates the model scope sought for design exploration in this research.
The discussed models are either too abstract to perform a proper bottleneck analysis or not adaptable enough for a design exploration effort. The model by Schreuder seems like the best fit,
but it would require a significant time-investment to ensure it can analyse general design capacity
cases accurately. The Vanderlande emulation model offers the best way to analyse real system
behaviour, but it does not allow for rapid changes to control behaviour.
Rather than re-engineering an existing model, the choice is made to set up a new architecture
that can fullfill the model scope. The changes that would have to be made to an existing model
are so fundamental that it is found to be more efficient to start anew. This allows for the design of
a model architecture that fulfills all presented requirements.

2.4

Model Framework

A model framework is created that can be used to explore different infeed designs. It serves as a
toolset with which infeed models can be created and customized rapidly. This section outlines the
requirements and the design choices made in the development of the framework. It also presents
the different functional modules that the framework consists of.

2.4.1

Framework Requirements

The research questions are concerned with the analysis of the current design and adapted designs
of the throw-catch infeed. Both the design capacity and merge capacity are of interest. The following requirements have been formulated to ensure the models created by means of the framework
are compatible with the research goals.
• Adaptable infeed hardware. It must be possible to change the hardware properties of the
infeed to determine their influence (e.g. motor acceleration and deceleration rates). The
conveyor belt lay-out must also be customizable in terms of the number of belts and their
lengths, since these have a large influence on the maximum realisable throughput.
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• Adaptable controller behaviour. The controlled behaviour of the infeed must be adaptable
to study the effect of varying control rules. Examples of such rules are the enforcement of
certain gaps between products or the moment at a product handover at which a conveyor
belt may change its velocity.
• Visualisation. A visual depiction of a simulation aids in verifying the behaviour of a model.
Visual interpretation is more straightforward than for a plain dataset, which eases communication between engineers. In an exploration procedure it is key to involve experts when
assessing the feasibility of new designs. A visualisation helps to communicate these ideas
clearly and efficiently.
• Maintainability. It is intended for the model to be used internally at Vanderlande in the
future. The framework must allow for functional extensions and adaptations. A proper
functional decomposition is key to ensure a maintainable code base. This way, functional
modules can be developed and tested separately.
• Extension to multiple infeeds. Multiple infeeds must be included in the model when the
merge capacity is considered. The framework should allow for the use of a variable number
of infeeds.

2.4.2

Framework Design

As shown in Figure 2.4, the model framework that is sought must be highly adaptable and be
flexible when it comes to the level of detail that can be included. It is the intent to include just
enough detail to ensure that the produced results are accurate approximations of reality. Combining high adaptability of the infeed control algorithm and hardware properties while maintaining
a sufficiently high level of detail is a major challenge in the design of the framework.
A core principle of the framework is to calculate the full trajectory of a product over a set of
conveyors before it arrives. This way, the focus can be put on the scheduling of product trajectories without consideration of the real-time control implementation. Discrete-Event Simulation
(DES) is best suited for this description, where the infeed is modelled as a server with process
times calculated by means of a custom model definition. The server acts as a controlled plant,
where the control portion is embedded in the trajectory scheduling logic.
Using DES, the products are modelled as entities that move between processes such as servers
and queues. The entities have no spatial presence in the model. It is therefore necessary to separately describe the trajectory of an entity over the conveyors. The server keeps track of the entities
travelling over it and uses this information to decide on the trajectory of an arriving entity. Enforcement of the velocity constraint of the individual conveyor belts shown in Figure 2.2 is key in
this decision.
The framework is built on top of the MATLAB and Simulink modelling environments. It has the
benefit that it has many toolsets available with advanced computational features. The SimEvents
toolbox offers a DES engine that is executed from Simulink. It also contains a Simulink block
library to interface with the engine. Description of the infeed requires a high level of customizability and therefore a block is used that executes a MATLAB class definition. This class offers the
possibility to include custom model features.
The designed framework consists of four pillars, shown in Figure 2.5. The basis is formed by a
collection of core components used to describe various processes in the model. Simulink blocks
are defined by means of these components, using the SimEvents MATLAB interface. These blocks
are self-contained instances with configurable properties. The individual system components are
combined into a Simulink system model that can be simulated. The output data from the simulation can be loaded into a visual application for analysis. Based on this analysis, changes may be
Design Optimisation of a Throw-Catch Infeed Using a Model-Based Design Approach
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Figure 2.5: Schematic depiction of the intended framework usage.

made to the system properties or the block definitions.
A server Simulink block that describes a set of conveyors comprises of a DES system object with
child objects, as depicted in Figure 2.6. These children assist in the trajectory scheduling and logging of the simulation. The DES system object has a specified interface that must be implemented
to be compatible with the simulation engine. Scheduling logic of entity trajectories over the infeed
is contained within the DES system object. It uses the utilities of the child objects to determine the
feasibility of a trajectory, to create it and to append it to the conveyors.
DES System Object

Flight

Conveyor Group

Entity Log

Conveyor Log

Profile Creator

Flight Log

Entity Log

Velocity Profile Log

Figure 2.6: Functional decomposition of a DES system object that describes the product flow over a
set of conveyors. The Flight object is only relevant when a non-straight handover is present.
The DES system object has either one or more Conveyor Group objects. Each of these objects
keeps track of the entity trajectory over the conveyors it contains. In addition, the system object
may have Flight objects that define the trajectory between two conveyor belts that have no straight
handover. Both the Conveyor Group and Flight objects contain children that are aimed at storing
simulation data. The storage feature is used during simulation and is used for export.
During initialization of the simulation, the system object and its children are created according
to a specified hardware configuration. This can be embedded in the block definition, or can be adaptable from the block interface in the Simulink model. The hardware configuration includes the
conveyor lay-out and individual motor properties. The controlled behaviour is influenced through
the trajectory scheduling method contained in the system object. Within this method, constraints
can be implemented that would exist in the real-time controller. Examples of such constraints are
a minimum gap enforcement between products or a prescribed velocity of a conveyor.
A visual application has been constructed using MATLAB App Designer which can interpret the
data extracted from the Simulink system simulation. The simulation objects store the runtime
data in their logging objects, which are stored in output files at the end of the simulation. The
application is able to load these files and to use the log objects to extract simulation data from.
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Re-use of the log classes keeps the code base small, reducing overhead and improving overall
maintainability.
The decomposition in Figure 2.7 shows that the application object has a child object that manages visualisation of different simulation components. This design has been chosen because it is
easily scalable. Initialisation of the visualiser happens upon loading of a set of simulation output
files. A visualisation object is created that matches with the type of log object contained in the
file. The loaded data contains state information of the system component and of the entities that
interact with it.
Application Object

Simulation Visualisation

Conveyor Group Visualisation

Conveyor Log

Entity Visualisation

Entity Log

Loopsorter Visualisation

Loopsorter Log

Entity Visualisation

Flight Visualisation

Flight Log

Entity Visualisation

Entity Log

Entity Log

Figure 2.7: Functional decomposition of the simulation visualiser used in the graphical application.

2.4.3

Conveyor Group Trajectory Scheduling

Incorporation of the trajectory scheduling problem has been a major focus in the design of the
framework. The DES system object invokes a scheduling action when an entity is announced,
so that it can determine the process time for the entity. Within the object scheduling method,
first a feasible set of trajectory time instances is determined. For the throw-catch infeed, these
correspond to the instances shown in Figure 2.3. In the following step, the velocity profiles over
the conveyors are created with the start and end times as constraints. Finally, these are stored by
appending them to the velocity profile that is kept in the log of each individual conveyor.
Determination of the trajectory time instances is the core of the scheduling problem. To accomplish this, the associated method considers the constraints over the subtrajectory and the state of
the infeed to determine a feasible trajectory. Each of the Conveyor Group objects in the system
object has the utilities to extract state information from its conveyors.
One of the assumptions outlined in Section 2.2 was to regard the product as a point mass that
only occupies one conveyor at any time. In reality a product resides on multiple conveyors during
a handover. If the velocities of the involved belts differ, the product may undergo slippage. In
order to prevent this, the infeed control algorithm virtually couples the two conveyors until the
product is far enough on the succeeding conveyor that no slip will occur [7]. During this coupling
the two conveyors run at equal velocity.
A velocity profile that is created within the Conveyor Group object spans over all conveyor belts
that are included in that group. It has to be partitioned in order to store the profiles over each
individual conveyor. The coupling of the belts is incorporated during the partitioning step. For a
given conveyor profile, part of the preceding and succeeding belt profiles are appended to it. It
can be configured to which extent a product has to be handed over before the conveyor coupling
ends. The result of the partitioning and coupling steps is illustrated in Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8: Schematic depiction of the partitioned velocity profile of the middle belt with conveyor
coupling. The marked areas indicate the velocity coupling with the preceding and succeeding conveyor
belts.

Chapter 3

Analysis of the Throw-Catch Infeed
Model
A model framework has been developed that allows for a high-level design analysis of a Crossorter
infeed. It is of interest to maximize the throughput of an infeed that uses a throw-catch section for
an automated supply of products. The framework offers a set of tools with which the hardware
configuration and the controlled behaviour of an infeed can be customized. Results obtained by
means of simulation can be analysed in a graphical application, so that possible improvements can
be identified.
The scope of this chapter is the analysis of the throw-catch infeed in terms of design capacity.
This theoretical benchmark considers a flow of uniform products that are supplied at a constant
interval. An infeed model is defined using the framework outlined in the previous chapter. Simulation experiments are conducted using this model to assess the theoretical performance of the
infeed and to identify bottlenecks. Based upon the findings from the simulation an analytical
analysis is performed to gain a better understanding of the induct bottleneck.

3.1

Throw-Catch Infeed Model

A model is created using the presented framework to assess the performance of the throw-catch infeed. The Simulink model contains three custom blocks: an entity generator, an infeed description
and a Crossorter description. Each of the blocks contains a set of parameters that are configurable.
Next to the entities travelling between the blocks, they also interface with each other to coordinate
the time at which an entity can be received. The infeed Simulink model is shown in Figure 3.1.
Products will be referred to as entities within the scope of the model.

Figure 3.1: Simulink model of the throw-catch infeed with Crossorter.
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3.1.1

Infeed Block Definition

The infeed block calculates the trajectory of an incoming entity over an infeed with a level throwcactch section. It holds the entity for the associated transport time. A MATLAB DES sytem object
is used to describe the block, which follows the functional decomposition illustrated in Figure 2.6.
The system object contains three Conveyor Group objects for the throw, catch and induct sections.
The flight from throw to catch belt is captured in a Flight object. The assumptions that have been
made within the description are outlined below.
• No slippage of products. When a product suffers from slip on the infeed, it will deviate from
its intended trajectory. The effect is hard to predict, leading to an unwanted uncertainty in
the control of the infeed. Slip may occur when a product resides on multiple belt conveyors
and the velocities of these belts differ. This can be prevented by keeping the velocity of two
belts equal during handover. It has been empirically determined that no slip will occur after
a sufficiently large part of the product lies on the succeeding belt. This is implemented in
the model by considering the coupling as illustrated in Figure 2.8.
• No product rotation during transport. It is assumed that the product retains the orientation at which it enters the infeed along its trajectory. The biggest cause for the product
to rotate is the throw-catch handover. Rotation may occur when the head of a product
drops onto a moving catch belt, such that it is moved into a direction different from its tail.
This will mostly affect large products that reside longer on both conveyors relative to small
products.
• Two-dimensional throw-catch flight with constant velocity. It is assumed that the product
does not encounter a change in height during the throw-catch handover. The product is also
assumed to travel along the trajectory at the velocity that it is thrown with.
• No motor delay. The belt conveyor motors cannot instantly respond to changes in the
velocity setpoint. This speed response time delay is in the order of 10ms and is not included
in the model. The infeed controller takes this delay into account whenever it can [8].
• No carrier allocation delay. On the Vanderlande infeed, a sorter carrier is reserved after
a product has passed through the product contour sensor located between the induct and
the catch belt [2]. The controller goes into a process where it determines the best moment
to deliver the product to the carrier based on the state of the infeed and that of the sorter.
The delay associated with this process limits the Synchronization Margin, since the earliest
moment of acceleration is increased by the delay.
• Fixed acceleration rate. Product velocity profiles are assumed to always have the same
acceleration rate.
• Fixed product alignment. In contrast to the simplified trajectory scheduling problem in
Figure 2.2, the product does not reside strictly in the middle of the conveyor belt. On the
supply, the product is aligned with the side boarding of the outer side of the infeed. When
the product lands on the catch belt, it is assumed that the outer contour is aligned with the
inner side of the infeed. This is shown for two different product sizes in Figure 3.2.
The infeed block can be configured to follow a custom trajectory scheduling algorithm. In the
employed algorithm no constraints have been implemented that may result from the real-time
control implementation. Control measures that incur such constraints are often present to guarantee robustness of the system.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic depiction of product alignment on throw, catch and induct belts for two
product sizes.

3.1.2

Crossorter Block Definition

Apart from the infeed, a part of the Crossorter is included in the model. A Crossorter block has
been defined that calculates the trajectory of an entity over the sorter. An entity is held by the
block for the time that it is present on the sorter. This block describes a straight line of carriers
that move at a constant velocity. The block description keeps track of the carrier positions, such
that the passing time of carriers by the infeed can be determined during the simulation. The
assumptions that have been made in the Crossorter block definition are outlined below.
• No fly-through. Fly-through is the situation where a product is not unloaded on the first
passing of the outfeeds. This means the product passes the infeeds again, which limits the
carrier availability of the infeeds. In the Crossorter block all carriers are assumed to be
empty.
• Center product placement. The products that are loaded are assumed to be placed strictly
at the center of the carrier. Calculation of the passing times of the carriers by the infeed is
therefore also based on the center of the carrier.
In order to determine a feasible trajectory over the infeed a carrier delivery time is required. The
infeed block therefore requests carrier passing times from the Crossorter block. The interval at
which a carrier passes the infeed is dependent on the velocity of the sorter vsorter and the pitch of
the carrier Lpitch . When carrier centers are distributed evenly, the interval is constant and is given
by
∆tcarrier =

Lpitch
.
vsorter

(3.1)

The carrier passing times are determined by calculating the time instance tcarrier,0 at which the first
carrier will pass the infeed onwards from tcurrent
(xinfeed − xcarrier,0 )
,
vsorter
= tcurrent + ∆tcarrier,0 ,

∆tcarrier,0 =

(3.2)

tcarrier,0

(3.3)

where xinfeed and xcarrier,0 are one-dimensional positions along the carrier line. The passing times
up till n carriers after the upcoming carrier are now given by
tcarrier,i = tcarrier,0 + i∆tcarrier

i = 1, 2, ..., n.

(3.4)

These carrier time instances are communicated to the infeed block, which finds a suitable delivery
time for the given entity.
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3.1.3

Fixed Supply Interval Trajectory Scheduling Algorithm of the Infeed

An algorithm is included in the infeed block that finds a solution to the trajectory scheduling
problem presented in Section 2.2. This algorithm is designed with the intent to analyse an uninterrupted product flow, which means the goal is to keep delivering products with an On-The-Fly
profile. Whenever this is not feasible for the given fixed supply rate, the infeed has to limit the
product supply. The design capacity is defined as the biggest supply of products that the infeed
can handle without flow limitation. The correct handling after a stopping action has therefore not
been a focus of the algorithm.
The algorithm is invoked when an entity is announced to the infeed block by the generator block.
A trajectory has to be found for this entity in order to determine its arrival and departure time.
The determined arrival time is communicated back to the generator after the trajectory creation
so that it can deliver the entity to the infeed block at this time. If the infeed can sustain the uninterrupted flow, the time difference between the arrival of the current and previous entity is equal
to the time interval at which products are supplied.
During the initialisation of the algorithm the trajectory constraints are defined. The trajectory
is subdivided into the throw, catch, induct and throw-catch flight sections. The constraints that
are defined for each of these sections are presented below.
• Arrival and departure velocities. The velocities at which an entity must enter and leave
the section need to be supplied. This means the associated belt conveyors must run at this
velocity when accepting and delivering entities.
• Acceptance and delivery distances. The distance for which the section must transport the
entity at the acceptance velocity at arrival or delivery velocity at departure has to be known.
The entity may not change velocity while travelling this part of the trajectory.
• Entity alignment. The alignment of an entity relative to the center of the conveyor is
required.
• Arrival trajectory. The path that the entity follows over a conveyor depends on the trajectory
with which the entity arrives. An example of this is found at the throw-catch handover, which
is depicted in Figure 3.3.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3: Effect of throw belt entity alignment on catch belt path.
A velocity profile over a section is selected based upon the difference between the earliest possible
entity arrrival and departure time ∆tdiff . The time difference is compared with the On-The-Fly
travel time bounds ∆tOTF,min and ∆tOTF,max . These bounds are determined by calculating the travel
times for the profiles with the earliest and latest possible acceleration points on the section. In the
situation that the time difference lies within the bounds, a profile is selected for which the travel
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time equals ∆tdiff . If the time difference lies below the lower bound, the earliest acceleration profile is selected. These scenarios are schematically depicted in Figure 3.4. In the case that the time
difference exceeds the upper bound, a Via-Stop profile is selected.
v

v

xOTF,min

xOTF,max

(a)

x

v

Δtdiff

t

ΔtOTF,min
ΔtOTF,max

(b)

Δtdiff

t

ΔtOTF,min
ΔtOTF,max

(c)

Figure 3.4: On-The-Fly velocity profile selection for a given time difference. (a) On-The-Fly velocity
profiles for earliest and latest acceleration locations. (b) On-The-Fly velocity profile for a time difference smaller than the travel time for the earliest acceleration. (c) On-The-Fly velocity profile for a
time difference within the travel time bounds.

The selection of a trajectory over the infeed happens in the steps outlined below.
1. Throw-catch flight. Calculation of the flight time ∆tflight is straightforward since it is assumed it occurs at a constant velocity along a straight path.
2. Throw section profile selection. The earliest arrival time on the throw section is supply
interval time ∆tsupply later than the preceding entity. An entity is allowed to depart from the
moment that the velocity of the catch section meets the constrained arrival velocity.
3. Catch section profile selection. The entity arrival time at the catch section must coincide
with the end time instance of the throw-catch flight. The entity is assumed to be accelerated
as early as possible on the catch belt, if necessary. The earliest departure time can therefore
be determined by considering the smallest possible travel time over the catch belt given the
velocity constraints.
4. Induct section profile selection. Arrival of the entity must occur at the departure time of
the entity on the catch section. The departure time of the entity is dependent on the selected
carrier passing time. A velocity profile is sought such that the arrival time coincides with
the catch departure time and carrier passing time. This is achieved by cycling through the
reachable carrier times for an On-The-Fly profile from earliest to latest. This is done until a
feasible profile is found.
It is not guaranteed that the procedure returns a feasible trajectory. At the end of the procedure it
is therefore checked whether the arrival and departure times of the sections are aligned. If this is
not the case, the entity supply is limited. If the trajectory is found to be feasible, it is stored within
the infeed block and the infeed arrival time is communicated to the generator block.

3.2

Design Capacity Assessment Through Simulation

The theoretically realisable throughput for the current infeed hardware design is determined by
means of the presented model. A simulation is performed in which a throw-catch infeed is presented with a uniform flow of entities with a fixed supply interval. The constraints on the entity
trajectories in the model description do not include constraints that result from the Vanderlande
control implementation. Analysis of this simulation therefore strictly gives insight into the hardware bottlenecks of the infeed.
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3.2.1

Experiments

Two experiment set-ups have been considered in order to assess the design capacity of the infeed.
This was deemed necessary since the throw-catch handover might be implemented in different
ways. If a product is handed over onto a moving catch belt, it may be subject to rotation. This is
the result of the product residing on two moving belts with a different transport direction. If the
product orientation deviates too much from its intended orientation, it might take up more room
on the sorter than necessary.
In order to combat the rotation of a product, the catch belt velocity may be lowered during a
handover. This will lead to a decrease of the throughput however. It was decided to analyse the
implementation with this lower acceptance velocity separately from the case where a product is
handed over with the catch belt running at full speed. In the former experiment the catch belt
velocity at handover is set to be 0m/s.
Both experiments are conducted for various entity dimensions and sorter velocities. The length
of the entities Le is varied from 150mm up till 1200mm with a width equal to We = 23 Le . The
sorter velocities that are considered are 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0m/s. The sorter type that is used in all
simulations has a carrier pitch Lpitch of 800mm. The full model configurations that are used in the
experiments are presented in Appendix C.
The design capacity in an experiment is determined by finding the highest possible realisable
throughput. This has been achieved by reducing the supply interval at which products arrive until the infeed starts to limit the incoming flow. The mean capacity over an hour in products per
hour (pph) is calculated by using the mean induct ratio rinduct that is determined over the entities
i = 2, 3...n that are processed in the simulation. The induct ratio is calculated as
(tdeliver,i − tdeliver,i-1 )
,
∆tcarrier
Pn
rinduct,i
,
= i=2
n−1

rinduct,i =
rinduct

(3.5)
(3.6)

where tdeliver and tdeliver,prev are the delivery times of the current and preceding entity to the carrier
line. The hourly throughput φ is then calculated as
φ=

3600
.
rinduct ∆tcarrier

(3.7)

The handling of the flow is evaluated over a simulation time of 180 seconds, which was found to
be sufficient to give an accurate estimate of the hourly throughput. This is assessed by considering
the deviation of the mean throughput over the n − 1 processed entities relative to mean calculated
over n − 2, n − 3, ..., 1 processed entities. The deviation for an experiment without a catch belt
deceleration is depicted in Figure 3.5.
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Deviation of hourly throughput estimation
(Entity length = 1200mm, sorter velocity = 2.0m/s)
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Figure 3.5: Deviation of mean hourly throughput for an increasing number of processed entities
relative to the mean over n − 1 entities. It is extracted from the results of the experiment without a
catch belt deceleration at handover, for an entity length of 1200mm and a sorter velocity of 2.0m/s.

3.2.2

Results

The first set of experiments considers an infeed in which the catch belt does not change velocity when accepting an entity from the throw belt. Figure 3.6 shows the hourly throughput for
different product sizes and sorter velocities. It can be observed that the throughput for entities
with lengths of 400 up to 800mm differs between sorter velocities. In these cases the throughput
is clearly lower for a sorter velocity of 2.0m/s. It was found that the achievable throughputs at
this velocity are equal for the lengths of 400 up to 800mm. This throughput coincides with an
exact induct ratio of 1:n, which means that for every n carriers passing by the infeed one is loaded.
Based upon these findings, the simulations at 2.0m/s for an entity length of 400 up to 800mm
were analysed in detail to find the cause for the lower throughput. The simulations have been
repeated for an incoming flow equal to that found achievable for a sorter velocity of 3.0m/s. In
these simulations the cause of the supply flow interruption has been determined. The first instance
were no On-The-Fly profile could be generated has therefore been analysed.
In all instances, the cause was found to be the unavailability of the induct belts. If a belt conveyor must receive an entity at a velocity different than the one at which it is currently running,
some time is required to adjust its velocity. In addition, if an entity is currently being transported
by the conveyor, it can only adjust its velocity after the entity is handed over. The arrival times
of the entity at the different belt conveyors are determined based on a given trajectory over the
induct section. For each conveyor, the entity arrival time must exceed the time instance at which
the conveyor is available.
In the search of a feasible On-The-Fly profile over the induct, all the reachable carrier passing
times are considered. It was found that when no feasible trajectory could be determined, for each
carrier delivery time a situation would arise where an entity would arrive at one of the induct
belts before it is able to receive it. It was observed that for the first reachable carrier the short
belt availability was the culprit and for the succeeding carriers the junction belt was unavailable
at arrival.
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Design capacity of the throw-catch infeed for varying loopsorter velocities
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Figure 3.6: Design capacity of the current infeed lay-out in products per hour for a fixed supply
interval.

In the situation where the sorter operates at 3.0m/s, the throughput is also limited by the induct belt availability. When the supply interval was decreased below the smallest determined
interval, a situation would arise where an induct short belt receive time would just exceed the
entity arrival time. The deceleration rates of the belt conveyors were also found to be close to the
maximum allowable rates throughout the simulation.
The second design capacity assessment is performed for an infeed where the catch belt goes to
a full stop when an entity is handed over from the throw belt. It is assumed that the belt does not
hold the velocity of 0m/s before or after the receival of the entity. It is therefore only held for the
single time instance where the entity fully lands on the catch belt. The hourly throughput for the
various entity lengths and sorter velocities is depicted in Figure 3.7.
Design capacity of the throw-catch infeed with a full catch belt stop at handover for varying loopsorter velocities
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Figure 3.7: Design capacity of the current infeed lay-out in products per hour for a fixed supply
interval with a catch belt stopping action at handover.
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It can be seen that the design capacity hardly differs between the different sorter velocities. The
capacity decreases for an increasing entity length, which is likely to be caused by the fact that
it takes longer before the catch belt has fully handed over the entity. This would mean it takes
longer before the catch belt is ready to receive a new entity. The throw-catch handover is clearly
identified as the bottleneck.
In Figure 3.8 the design capacity for the catch belt stop experiments is compared with the case in
which no catch belt deceleration is enforced. It shows a significant drop in throughput relative to
the prior experiment.
Design capacity of the throw-catch infeed with and without a stop of the catch belt for a loopsorter velocity of 3.0m/s
No catch belt stop
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of infeed design capacity with and without catch belt deceleration before
handover for a sorter speed of 3.0m/s.

3.2.3

Discussion

The results from the simulation experiments provide a theoretical benchmark for the current Vanderlande infeed lay-out. They also give insight into the bottlenecks present in the design, which is
key in the search for improvements. It has been found that without a catch belt stop, the induct
belt availability is the performance bottleneck. When this action is implemented, the catch belt
becomes the bottleneck. This control measure is typically implemented for large products since
these are impacted most by excessive rotation during handover.
A major drawback in the use of the simulations is that it gives a limited view of the causalities
present in the system. It is for example not clear from the analysis why the capacity at 2.0m/s is
lower for a subset of entity lengths, nor why it only impacts this subset. Another issue is that it
cannot be guaranteed that an infeasible On-The-Fly profile is never encountered beyond the end
time of the simulation.
In order to find the optimal design for the infeed in terms of design capacity, the bottleneck
resulting from limited induct belt availability needs to be studied further. An analytical procedure
should be used so that the influence of various parameters can be clearly understood. This insight
would aid in searching the design space for the optimal design.
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3.3

Analytical Trajectory Scheduling Analysis of the Induct

The availability of a set of belt conveyors is a key factor as to whether a trajectory can be scheduled. Simulation of a flow of products over a throw-catch infeed has shown that the availability of
the induct belts limits the maximum theoretical performance. The time at which a belt conveyor
is ready to receive an entity is dependent on the trajectory that is followed by the preceding entity.
This determines at which time the preceding entity is fully handed over by a conveyor. From this
time onwards the belt conveyor can change its velocity to meet the acceptance velocity of the
succeeding entity.
An analysis has been performed to assess the impact of changes to the induct belt conveyor lay-out
on throughput. It considers two succeeding entities that are both transported by an On-The-Fly
velocity profile on a single belt conveyor. The process time ∆tprocess,1 of the first entity is defined
as the time it takes to transport it until full handover plus the time needed to switch to the velocity
with which the second entity arrives. The process time is compared with the interarrival time
∆tarrive,2 , which is the time after which the second entity arrives at the conveyor relative to the
first. This way, the feasibility of two succeeding trajectories can be assessed.
In the description two On-The-Fly velocity profiles are considered that both have their own acceleration locations xacc,1 and xacc,2 . The locations are defined relative to the start of the belt
conveyor at xarrive . At the acceleration location, the entity starts accelerating from vin until vout is
reached. The acceleration rate is assumed to be equal for both entities. Figure 3.9 shows the two
profiles relative to each other.

v

Δtarrive,2

v

vout

vin
xacc,1

xacc,2

xarrive

x

tacc,1

tarrive,1

tacc,2 tarrive,2

t

Figure 3.9: Succeeding On-The-Fly velocity profiles in the time and distance domain.

The time after which the second entity arrives at the conveyor is defined relative to the first
entity. This time difference ∆tarrive,2 is dependent on both the interval ∆tsupply with which entities
are supplied and on the acceleration locations of the two profiles. When the locations differ, the
travel times of the two entities over the induct are not equal. As a result, the interval between the
entities changes during transport and no longer equals the supply interval.
The time ∆tOTF,pre is used to indicate the change in the interval between the entities that has
occurred prior to arrival at the belt conveyor. It is determined by considering the difference in
travelled distance ∆xOTF,pre between the entities given the same amount of time. The distance is
calculated by comparing the integrals of the velocity profiles from the acceleration time up to the
conveyor arrival time and is given by
Z

tarrive,2

tarrive,1

(vOTF,2 (t) − vin )dt −

∆xOTF,pre =
tacc,2

30

Z

(vOTF,1 (t) − vin )dt,

(3.8)

tacc,1
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where vOTF,1 (t) and vOTF,2 (t) are the On-The-Fly velocity profiles definitions over time. The change
in time interval is now calculated as
∆tOTF,pre =

∆xOTF, pre
.
vin

(3.9)

The relative arrival time of the second entity is finally determined by
∆tarrive,2 = ∆tsupply − ∆tOTF,pre .

(3.10)

Arrival at a belt conveyor is defined as the moment that a sufficient part of the entity resides on
it. This is determined by the handover factor f , which indicates the relative part of the entity that
must have passed the start of a conveyor before it is considered to the transported by it. In Figure
3.10 the total transportation distance under coupling is schematically depicted.
(f-0.5)Lproj

(1-f)Lproj
f Lproj

xT

Figure 3.10: Transport distance of an entity over a belt conveyor with the inclusion of conveyor
velocity coupling.
The total distance xT for which the entity is transported by belt conveyor is given by
xT = Lc + ∆xcoupling,up + ∆xcoupling,down

(3.11)

where Lc is the length of the belt conveyor, ∆xcoupling,up is the coupling distance at receival and
∆xcoupling,down at departure. These are referred to as the upstream and downstream coupling
distances. The coupling distances are given by
∆xcoupling,up = (fup − 0.5)Lproj ,

(3.12)

∆xcoupling,down = (fdown − 0.5)Lproj ,

(3.13)

where Lproj is the entity length projected onto the conveyor direction that is calculated by means
of Equation A.3. It is assumed in this analysis that two succeeding entities have equal dimensions
and arrive under the same orientation, so that Lproj is equal for both.
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3.3.1

Entity Process Time of a Single Induct Short Belt

The process time ∆tprocess associated with an entity is defined as the time it takes a conveyor to
get ready to receive the next entity. It includes the time it takes to hand over the entity to the next
conveyor and the time it takes to switch the velocity to the arrival velocity of the incoming entity.
It is therefore not relevant if the departure velocity vdepart,1 of the first entity is equal to the arrival
velocity of the second varrive,2 . Calculation of the entity process time on a conveyor is presented in
Appendix B.
Using MATLAB, a parameter sweep has been performed over the acceleration point of the first
entity and the difference in departure time ∆tdepart,OTF . The latter indicates the maximum change
in time interval between entities that is achieved by means of the difference in acceleration location, as depicted in Figure 3.11. It is related to the acceleration location difference ∆xacc,2 as

∆tdepart,OTF =

(vout − vin )
∆xacc,2 .
vin vout

v

(3.14)

v

�xacc,2

x

Δtdepart,OTF

t

Figure 3.11: Schematic depiction of the time difference ∆tdepart,OTF for two On-The-Fly profiles that
is the result of the difference in acceleration location ∆xacc,2 .

In Figure 3.12 the result of the parameter sweep is shown for an induct short belt with a length
of 600mm. It shows the process time for a varying xacc,1 and ∆tdepart,OTF . It can be observed that
for ∆tdepart,OTF ≥ 0 the process time is not sensitive to changes in ∆tdepart,OTF . In this area, the
trend over xacc,1 shows a clear maximum. In the region ∆tdepart,OTF < −0.3 an overall maximum
is reached when the acceleration of the first entity happens at the end of the belt conveyor. In this
case, the conveyor has to accelerate from a velocity close to vmin up to vmax .
The maximum process time for ∆tdepart,OTF ≥ 0 is not impacted by a change in the sorter velocity. Figure 3.13 shows the two components that make up the process time, the presence time of
an entity on the induct belt ∆tpresence and the velocity adjustment time ∆tadjust . It shows that the
components have the same value for the different sorter velocities when the maximum is reached.
The maximum is reached at the same distance from the last acceleration point for any travel
length, since the trends of ∆tpresence and ∆tadjust do not change in this region.
Comparison of this maximum process time with the smallest feasible supply interval found in
the simulation experiments yielded the results depicted in Figure 3.14. It can be seen that for the
majority of the simulation results the supply interval corresponds with the analytical maximum in
the region ∆tdepart,OTF ≥ 0. The entity types that show a significant deviation are entities with a
length of 400mm up to 800mm at 2.0m/s and 400mm at 2.5m/s.
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Figure 3.12: Process time of an induct short belt of 600mm for an On-The-Fly profile for an entity
length of 600mm and a sorter velocity of 2.0m/s.
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Figure 3.13: Entity presence time on induct short belt and velocity adjustment time to meet arrival
velocity of succeeding entity. For an entity length of 600mm, the maximum overall process time is
encountered for xacc,1 = 0.446.
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Difference between supply interval obtained from simulation experiments and analytical analysis
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Figure 3.14: Difference between smallest feasible supply interval found in simulation experiments
and the maximum process time for ∆tdepart,OTF ≥ 0.

3.3.2

Feasibility of Succeeding Trajectories on a Single Induct Short Belt

A conveyor belt must be able to run at the same velocity as the preceding belt when receiving the
entity, such that no slippage occurs. The time until a conveyor is ready has been defined as the
process time. By means of the definitions that have been presented, the process time ∆tprocess,1
and the interarrival time ∆tarrive,2 can be determined for succeeding entities following On-The-Fly
velocity profiles. A combination of two trajectories is considered to be feasible if the interarrival
time exceeds the process time.
The feasibility of trajectories has been assessed by means of parameter sweeps that have been
performed for varying xacc,1 and ∆tdepart,OTF . The acceleration location xacc,1 is varied from x =
−∆xcoupling,up up until x = Lc + ∆xcoupling,down . Figure 3.15 shows the feasible region for an entity
with a length of 600mm and a sorter velocity of 2.0m/s. On top of the feasibility region lines are
displayed that indicate the ∆tdepart,OTF that is required in order to ensure a given delivery interval
at the end of the induct.
It can be seen that the required ∆tdepart,OTF to reach a sorter delivery interval of 0.40 seconds
yields no feasible succeeding trajectories for the given supply interval. It is therefore not possible
to place entities on the sorter with this delivery interval. This coincides with the observation made
in the corresponding simulation experiment. Analysis of the feasibility for other entity lengths
and sorter velocities reveals that this occurs for entity lengths of 400mm up to 800mm at a sorter
velocity of 2.0m/s and for 400mm at a sorter velocity at 2.5m/s.
In Figure 3.16 the feasibility for an entity length of 600mm a sorter velocity of 2.5m/s is shown.
It can be seen that the ∆tdepart,OTF that would be required to assure a delivery interval of 0.32
seconds is infeasible. This does not limit the throughput however, since the delivery intervals for
0.64 and 0.96 seconds are feasible throughout, both of which lie around the supply interval.
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Feasibility of two succeeding entity trajectories on an induct short belt
(Entity length = 600mm, conveyor length = 0.600m, sorter velocity = 2.0m/s, supply interval = 0.706s)
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Figure 3.15: Feasibility of two succeeding On-The-Fly profiles for varying acceleration locations on
an induct short belt of 600mm, for a product length of 600mm and a sorter velocity of 2.0m/s.
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Figure 3.16: Feasibility of two succeeding On-The-Fly profiles for varying acceleration locations on
an induct short belt of 600mm, for a product length of 600mm and a sorter velocity of 2.5m/s.
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3.3.3

Inclusion of the Induct Junction Belt in On-The-Fly Acceleration

In the preceding analysis the focus has been put on the availability of an induct short belt. The
induct also contains a junction belt that hands over entities to the sorter. It is of interest to assess
whether the junction can be used for On-The-Fly acceleration, or whether it should only operate
at constant velocity vout . This is an important consideration in determining the minimum required
length of the induct.
Figure 3.17 depicts a situation where an entity just misses carrier A, since the acceleration location xacc,A to meet the carrier passing time lies in front of the earliest acceleration point xacc,early .
The entity is therefore accelerated later to meet the delivery time for carrier B. As a result of this,
the induct junction belt has to participate in the acceleration of the entity.
�tcarrier
B

A

OTF window

xacc,early
xacc,B

xacc,end,B

xacc,A

Figure 3.17: Schematic depiction of the On-The-Fly delivery window for an entity on the induct.

This analysis is concerned with determining the largest xacc,end that is feasible on the junction belt.
In order to do this, the process time of the first entity ∆tprocess,1 and interarrival time ∆tarrive,2 are
calculated for the junction belt using the relations that have been introduced prior. The length of
the belt conveyor Lc is set equal to the length of the travelled path of the entity over the junction
∆xjunction , which is given by Equation A.8. The problem under consideration is schematically depicted in Figure 3.18.
v

v

xacc,end,1

xacc,2 xacc,end,2 x

�tarrive,2

�tprocess,1

t

Figure 3.18: Succeeding On-The-Fly velocity profiles on the induct junction belt.

The arrival of the first entity is assumed to occur at t = 0. Entities are considered to be transported by the junction belt onwards from x = −∆xcoupling,up up until x = Lc + ∆xcoupling,down .
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The supply interval ∆tsupply that is based on the maximum process time for the induct short belt
of length 600mm in the region ∆tdepart,OTF ≥ 0. The acceleration location xacc,end at which the
maximum velocity is reached, is calculated by

xacc,end = xacc +

2
2
vout
− vin
.
2ac

(3.15)

A parameter sweep is performed over xacc,end,2 , which is varied over from x = −xcoupling,up up until
x = Lc . The final acceleration location of the first entity xacc,end,1 is fixed and is given by

xacc,end,1 = −xcoupling,up − ∆xdepart,OTF ,

(3.16)

where ∆xdepart,OTF is the difference in acceleration location that is necessary to ensure a given
change in time interval between the entities from induct entry to sorter delivery. It is determined
by

∆xdepart,OTF =

vin vout
∆tdepart,OTF .
(vout − vin )

(3.17)

The interarrival time at the conveyor increases as ∆tdepart,OTF increases. Two succeeding trajectories are therefore more likely to be feasible on the junction belt when xacc,1 < xacc,2 . In the
following results, the ∆tdepart,OTF between the two entities is set to ∆tcarrier . The delivery interval
to the sorter ∆tdepart is then given by

∆tdepart = ∆tsupply + ∆tcarrier .

(3.18)

Since ∆tsupply does not have to be a multiple of ∆tcarrier , the second entity is not necessarily delivered to the sorter at a carrier passing time. Since it is assumed that all carriers are available, the
biggest ∆tdepart that would be encountered in a similar simulation experiment is the first multiple
of ∆tcarrier above ∆tsupply . The resulting ∆tdepart,OTF to reach the associated carrier will always
be smaller than ∆tcarrier and therefore the results provide a more optimistic view than would be
encountered in simulation.
Figure 3.19 shows the arrival and process time for varying xacc,end,2 on the junction belt for an
entity with length 600mm and a sorter velocity of 2.5m/s. It can be seen that the arrival time
exceeds the process time on a limited region of the junction belt. Only part of the junction belt
can therefore participate in the acceleration of an entity in the given case.
The feasible final acceleration locations have been determined for different entity lengths and
sorter velocities, which are displayed in Table 3.1. It shows that for small entities, the potential
use of the junction belt to accelerate the entity is limited or even non-existent. In a situation
where the junction belt is required, such as depicted in Figure 3.18, this means that the junction belt could block the delivery to a carrier. This would result in a situation where no feasible
On-The-Fly profile can be found.
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1.25

Feasibility of entity trajectory succeeding constant delivery velocity trajectory on conveyor junction belt
(Entity length = 600mm, trajectory length = 2.177m, sorter velocity = 2.5m/s, supply interval = 0.706s)
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Time [s]
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1
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0.85
-0.5
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x acc,end,2 [m]
t process,1
t arrive,2

Figure 3.19: Process time of the induct junction belt and interarrival time of the entities at the belt
for ∆tdepart,OTF = ∆tcarrier . The case under consideration has two succeeding entities with a length of
600mm, a sorter velocity of 2.5m/s and ∆tsupply =0.706.
Table 3.1: Feasible end acceleration points of second entity succeeding a constant velocity trajectory
on the junction belt for ∆tdepart,OTF = ∆tcarrier . The upper and lower bounds of the acceleration points
are given if these are found.

Le [mm]
150
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000
1100
1200
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2.0m/s
xacc,end,2 [m]
Lower Upper
-0.23
-0.04
-0.26
0.07
-0.29
1.86
-0.32
1.76
-0.35
1.66
-0.36
1.59

2.5m/s
xacc,end,2 [m]
Lower Upper
-0.13
0.15
-0.16
0.37
-0.19
0.48
-0.23
2.06
-0.26
1.96
-0.29
1.86
-0.32
1.76
-0.35
1.66
-0.36
1.59

3.0m/s
xacc,end,2 [m]
Lower Upper
0.13
0.50
-0.06
0.73
-0.10
0.90
-0.13
1.00
-0.16
2.28
-0.19
2.18
-0.23
2.06
-0.26
1.96
-0.29
1.86
-0.32
1.76
-0.35
1.66
-0.36
1.59
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3.3.4

Discussion

In order to ensure entity delivery to the middle of a carrier, the time interval from one entity to
the preceding must be a multiple of the carrier interval time ∆tcarrier . When the supply interval
∆tsupply does not meet this criterium, a change must be made in the interval during travel over the
induct. This is achieved by a difference in the location where the entity is accelerated, since this
results in a different travel time over the induct.
For a single induct short belt, it has been found that the feasible interval change as a result of
different On-The-Fly velocity profiles ∆tdepart,OTF is limited. This is due to the fact that a belt conveyor of finite length can only adjust to the acceptance velocity of an entity when the preceding
entity is fully handed over. The preceding entity may be subject to slippage otherwise, which is
unwanted behaviour.
Analysis of the entity process time ∆tprocess of a single short belt has shown that the maximum
value within the feasible region of ∆tdepart,OTF coincides with the smallest supply interval ∆tsupply
that was found by means of simulation. This makes sense, as for a ∆tsupply < ∆tprocess an entity may
arrive at a belt before the preceding entity has left it. It also means that for a ∆tsupply > ∆tprocess
the induct short belt does not limit the flow as long as the required ∆tdepart,OTF to meet the carrier
delivery time is feasible.
In the simulations it was observed that the infeed throughput decreased for a subset of entity
lengths when the sorter velocity was lowered. The decreased capacity was found to correspond to
an exact 1:n carrier loading ratio. The trajectory feasibility plots have shown that in these cases
the ∆tdepart,OTF that is necessary to ensure the ratio of 1:(n-1) is infeasible. It is therefore not
possible to assure a higher capacity than realised with ratio 1:n for the given short belt length.
The capacity can only be reached if a higher sorter velocity is employed.
Finally, the junction belt was studied to determine whether it can be used in the acceleration
action of an entity in an On-The-Fly profile. It has become apparent that for small entities, only
a limited part of the junction belt can be used, if at all. This will have to be considered when
deciding on the number of induct short belts that is required in the new design.
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Chapter 4

Improving the Throw-Catch Infeed
Design
The performance of the current Vanderlande throw-catch infeed design has been analysed in the
previous chapter. It has been studied by means of simulation and by analytical analysis. Two
distinct bottlenecks have been found that are caused by the current hardware design. The first
concerns the throw-catch handover when a deceleration action is necessary to prevent excessive
product rotation. The other bottlenecking factor is found in the scheduling of successive On-TheFly velocity profiles on the induct, which is caused by the limited availability of the induct belts.
In this chapter, design alterations are sought that improve the performance of the infeed. The
main focus is the impact of hardware alterations on design capacity. Changes in the lay-out of
both the induct belts and the catch belt are investigated. Improvement of the control algorithm
is also considered. An adaptation of the control strategy is proposed that would increase merge
capacity and may reduce the complexity of the algorithm.

4.1

Effect of Induct Short Belt Properties on Design Capacity

The induct bottleneck is caused by an unavailability time of a conveyor that exceeds the interarrival time of two succeeding entities on that belt. It is of interest to determine what changes should
be made to an induct short belt in order to decrease the time that a conveyor cannot be used by
an entity. The properties that are considered are the length of the belt conveyor, the acceleration
rate and the deceleration rate.
Short Belt Length
In order to assess the influence of a change in induct short belt length, the analytical analysis
presented in Section 3.3 is employed. The maximum process time within the feasible region of
trajectory combinations is sought, since the minimum supply interval cannot be smaller than this
maximum process time. Figure 4.1 shows the process times for different belt lengths. It shows
that the maximum process time decreases for a decrease in conveyor length.
The maximum process times for a conveyor length of 450mm do not change under a variation
in sorter velocity. This is the result of the placement of the maximum relative to the final acceleration point on the belt, as explained in Section 3.3.1. It has also been determined whether the
induct short belt is able to handle a flow with a supply interval equal to the maximum process
time. This depends on the change in time interval ∆tdepart,OTF that is required to ensure a delivery
interval at the sorter that is a multiple of the carrier interval ∆tcarrier . In Figure 3.15 a situation
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Process time for varying conveyor belt lengths
(xacc,1 = x acc,2 , entity length = 600mm, sorter velocity = 2.0m/s)
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Figure 4.1: Process times of induct short belts for varying belt lengths. The case under consideration
uses an entity length of 600mm and a sorter velocity of 2.0m/s.
is shown where the supply interval cannot be handled. The feasibility is depicted in Table 4.1,
which shows that only for 2.0m/s certain entity lengths cannot be handled at the minimum supply
interval.
Table 4.1: Feasibility of uniform flow at minimum supply interval for an induct short belt length of
450mm.

Le [mm]
150
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000
1100
1200

∆tsupply = max(∆tprocess ) feasible?
vsorter = 2.0m/s vsorter = 2.5m/s vsorter = 3.0m/s
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Short Belt Acceleration Rate
The impact of a change in the acceleration rate of the short belt is assessed by considering the
maximum process time. It can be observed in Figure 4.2 that this maximum increases when the
acceleration rate is increased. This is caused by an increase of the velocity adjustment time, which
is depicted in Figure 4.3. For a wider range of acceleration locations xacc,1 the velocity difference
between the departing and arriving entity is maximized. This was observed for all considered
entity length and sorter velocity combinations.
Short Belt Deceleration Rate
Next to the acceleration rate, the deceleration rate of an induct short belt is examined. For all
considered entity length and sorter velocity combinations it is found that an increase of the deceleration rate results in a decrease of the maximum process time. This makes sense, since only
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the adjustment time is impacted by this change and a higher deceleration rate results in a lower
velocity adjustment time. The impact of the change is depicted for an entity length of 600mm in
Figure 4.4.
Process time for varying induct short belt acceleration rates
(xacc,1 = x acc,2 , entity length = 600mm, sorter velocity = 2.0m/s)
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Figure 4.2: Effect of a change in acceleration rate of the induct short belt on the process time for an
entity length of 600mm and a sorter velocity of 2.0m/s.

Velocity adjust time for varying induct short belt acceleration rates
(xacc,1 = x acc,2 , entity length = 600mm, sorter velocity = 2.0m/s)
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Figure 4.3: Effect of a change in acceleration rate of the induct short belt on the velocity adjustment
time for an entity length of 600mm and a sorter velocity of 2.0m/s.

Process time for varying induct short belt deceleration rates
(xacc,1 = x acc,2 , entity length = 600mm, sorter velocity = 2.0m/s)
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Figure 4.4: Effect of a change in deceleration rate of the induct short belt on the process time for an
entity length of 600mm and a sorter velocity of 2.0m/s.
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4.2

Induct Conveyor Lay-Out Alteration

Based on the presented findings an induct lay-out design can be deduced that maximizes the
design capacity. It has been shown that shortening the induct short belts decreases the maximum
process time that limits the flow rate that the infeed can handle. The induct short belts should
therefore be shortened and all should be of equal length to ensure optimal use. It is as of yet unclear how many induct short belts are required to ensure consistent On-The-Fly delivery of entities
to the sorter however.
To ensure Vanderlande can make an economically sound decision on the infeed design, it must be
known how many belt conveyors are necessary to ensure a certain throughput. While shortening
of the short belts may increase throughput, it would also necessitate the use of additional motors.
This in turn would drive up the overall cost of an infeed.

4.2.1

Minimal Required Number of Induct Short Belts

In Section 3.3.3 it has been shown that the junction belt can only be partly used for the acceleration of small entities, if it could be used at all. The choice is therefore made to ensure the junction
belt is not necessary in the acceleration of the entity, such as in the situation depicted in Figure
3.17. As a result, it is required that the total length of the short belts is sufficient to ensure a
difference in On-The-Fly travel time of ∆tdepart,OTF = ∆tcarrier . This is required so that a carrier can
be guaranteed to be reachable with an On-The-Fly velocity profile.
�xcoupling,up

�xdepart,OTF

xacc,min

�xacc �xcoupling,down

xacc,max

Figure 4.5: Schematic depiction of the required total length of the induct short belts to realize
∆tdepart,OTF = ∆tcarrier .

In Figure 4.5 the different components are shown that make up the minimum required total induct
short belt length. The earliest moment of acceleration occurs at xacc,min , which is determined to
occur after a full handover. This is needed to ensure the preceding belt does not have to join in
the acceleration of the entity due to velocity coupling during handover. This also holds for handover to the downstream junction belt, where the acceleration action must have ended prior to
handover. The coupling distances are given by
∆xcoupling,up = (fup − 0.5)Lproj ,

(4.1)

∆xcoupling,down = (fdown − 0.5)Lproj .

(4.2)

The final acceleration location must lie far enough upstream that the sorter velocity difference can
be reached before handover. The distance required to accelerate from induct entrance velocity vin
up to sorter delivery velocity vout is determined as
(vout − vin )2
(vout − vin )
+ vin
,
2ac
ac
2
v 2 − vin
= out
.
2ac

∆xacc =
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(4.3)
(4.4)
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In order to guarantee the difference in travel times ∆tdepart,OTF between the two outer acceleration
locations, the required distance ∆xdepart,OTF is calculated as
∆xdepart,OTF =

vin vout
∆tcarrier .
(vout − vin )

(4.5)

Finally, the required length xreq is given by
(4.6)

xreq = ∆xdepart,OTF + ∆xacc + ∆xcoupling,up + ∆xcoupling,down .

The required length is maximized for the biggest considered entity length due to the coupling
distances. Figure 4.6 shows the required length and the distance segments as displayed in Figure
4.5. For an increase in sorter velocity, ∆xdepart,OTF decreases and ∆xacc increases. As a result, the
shortest required induct length is found for a sorter velocity of 2.5m/s. In Table 4.2 the required
length is given for a variety of entity lengths.
On-The-Fly departure time difference for varying acceleration points relative to earliest acceleration
(Entity length = 1200mm)
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Figure 4.6: Minimal required induct length so that the travel time difference between the earliest and
latest acceleration On-The-Fly velocity profiles equals ∆tcarrier . The acceleration location xacc is given
relative to the start of the induct short belts.
Table 4.2: Required total length of induct short belts for varying entity lengths Le and sorter velocities
vsorter .
Le [mm]
150
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000
1100
1200

vsorter = 2.0m/s
2.19
2.23
2.29
2.36
2.42
2.49
2.55
2.61
2.68
2.74
2.79
2.82

xreq [m]
vsorter = 2.5m/s
1.86
1.89
1.95
2.02
2.08
2.15
2.21
2.28
2.34
2.41
2.45
2.48

vsorter = 3.0m/s
2.02
2.05
2.12
2.18
2.25
2.31
2.38
2.44
2.51
2.57
2.62
2.65
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4.2.2

Design Capacity of Adapted Induct Lay-Out

Simulation experiments have been performed for an adapted induct lay-out to assess the design
capacity improvement that can be realized. This new lay-out consists uses 7 induct short belts with
a length of 450mm and an unaltered junction belt. It should be noted that for sorter velocities of
2.5 and 3.0m/s 6 short belts would be sufficient. In the experiments the same procedure has been
followed as that outlined in Section 3.2. The exact configuration is found in confidential Appendix
C.
Design capacity of the throw-catch infeed with adapted short belt lay-out for varying loopsorter velocities

Throughput [pph]

Sorter velocity = 2.0m/s
Sorter velocity = 2.5m/s
Sorter velocity = 3.0m/s
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of the infeed design capacity of adapted short belt lay-out with original
lay-out for a different sorter velocities.

Figure 4.7 shows the design capacity of the adapted induct lay-out for different sorter velocities. It can be seen that for entity lengths of 700mm up to 1000mm the throughput at 2.0m/s lies
below that of the higher sorter velocities. This coincides with the feasibility assessment in Table
4.1. For 2.0m/s design capacity is increased up to 54%, as depicted in Figure 4.8. In Figure 4.9
the comparison is shown with the current lay-out for a sorter velocity of 3.0m/s, which shows a
capacity increase of up to 24%.
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Design capacity of the throw-catch infeed with original and adapted short belt lay-out for a loopsorter velocity of 2.0m/s
Original lay-out
Adapted lay-out

+24.15%
+23.08%
+21.04%
+54.22%

Throughput [pph]

+42.22%
+32.00%
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+9.76% +12.63% +11.86%
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1100

1200

Product Length [mm]

Figure 4.8: Comparison of the infeed design capacity of adapted short belt lay-out with original
lay-out for a sorter velocity of 2.0m/s.

Design capacity of the throw-catch infeed with original and adapted short belt lay-out for a loopsorter velocity of 3.0m/s
Original lay-out
Adapted lay-out

+24.14%
+23.08%
+20.94%
+19.24%

Throughput [pph]

+17.65%
+16.47%
+15.36%
+14.36%
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of the infeed design capacity of adapted short belt lay-out with original
lay-out for a sorter velocity of 3.0m/s.
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4.3

Throw-Catch Section Alterations

The throw-catch section has been determined to be the infeed bottleneck when the catch belt has
to come to a stop during handover from the throw belt. This may be required to prevent rotation
of a product that would deviate it from its ideal orientation for placement on the sorter. The smallest supply interval is dependent on the entity process time of the catch belt.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.10: Throw-catch section design alterations. (a) Original entity trajectory with outer alignment on throw belt. (b) Entity trajectory with inner alignment on throw belt. (c) Catch belt subdivided
into two separate belt conveyors.

The process time can be decreased by reducing the time an entity spends on the belt until handover. This can be achieved by shortening the catch belt or changing the alignment of products
on the throw belt. Figure 4.10 shows the two alterations that have been analysed by means of
simulation. In Figure 4.11 the change in design capacity is shown that is achieved for an inner
product alignment. The improvement is most significant for small products, since the path over
the catch belt is shortened the most. Figure 4.12 compares the original catch belt with a lay-out
consisting of two seperate belt conveyors. The total length of two belts in the adapted lay-out is
equal to the length of the original catch belt. The full model configuration is presented in confidential Appendix C.

Design capacity of the throw-catch infeed with original and adapted throw belt alignment for a loopsorter velocity of 2.5m/s
+50.38%

Original alignment
Adapted alignment

+46.52%
+39.31%
+33.02%
+27.33%
+17.02%

+12.51%

Throughput [pph]

+21.97%
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of the infeed design capacity of adapted entity alignment on the throw belt
with original alignment for a sorter velocity of 2.5m/s.
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Design capacity of the throw-catch infeed with original and adapted catch belt lay-out for a loopsorter velocity of 2.5m/s
Original lay-out
Adapted lay-out
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of the infeed design capacity of adapted short belt lay-out with original
lay-out for a sorter velocity of 2.5m/s.

4.4

Control Strategy Alteration

The previously presented design alterations that have been considered to improve design capacity
have been focused on infeed hardware. Improvements can also be made to the infeed control
algorithm. It has been found that the current algorithm has become quite complex. In some
instances, it can be hard to predict the exact behaviour of the infeed for a given state. Due to
this lack of insight, it can be hard to predict the exact cause for a flow limitation. It is therefore
explored how the control algorithm could be simplified by adopting a different strategy.
A second improvement that can be made to the control algorithm concerns the merge capacity.
Vanderlande often employs a First Come First Serve algorithm for carrier allocation to a product.
With this algorithm, every infeed searches for the first available carrier. Meens has shown that this
algorithm results in an unbalance in the throughputs of multiple infeeds [3].
The Round-Robin algorithm assigns carriers to n infeeds in a fixed order 1,2,...n. It can ensure a
perfect balance between the infeeds. It is important that a product is available for a carrier when
an assigned carrier passes by the infeed. If a carrier is just missed, the product has to wait until
the next assigned carrier. The supply of products to the infeed is currently not synchronized with
the passing time of carriers. Incorporating this into the control strategy could therefore improve
overall merge performance.
The current Vanderlande infeed control algorithm selects a carrier after the product has passed
through the product contour sensor. This sensor is located between the catch belt and first induct
belt, as displayed in Figure 1.4. A product has therefore no information on its intended trajectory
over the infeed until it resides on the induct. This leads to additional overhead in the control
algorithm, since it must predict the flow of products over the throw-catch section based on limited
information.
Prediction of the product flow is key to making decisions in the algorithm. As an example, consider the handover of a product from the throw onto the catch belt. In order to prevent collisions
between products, it must be checked whether the product on the catch belt will have been transported along far enough that the succeeding product can land safely. If the catch belt is not free,
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the throw belt must decelerate in time to prevent the handover.
Figure 4.13 shows a situation in which a decision must be made on the handover from throw
to catch belt. In order to determine the catch belt availability for product 4, it must be determined
whether product 3 will be transported to the induct. This is dependent on the velocity profile that
is assigned to product 2. However, this profile is unknown since the product has not passed fully
through the light grid yet. The full decision process consists of quite a few steps and processes,
which is reflected in the algorithm complexity.

1
2
3

4

Figure 4.13: Schematic depiction of four products on the infeed.

In an effort to both reduce overhead in the controller and to improve merge performance, a
control strategy is considered that uses a reference trajectory. In this adapted strategy, a feasible
On-The-Fly trajectory over the infeed is determined prior to the supply of a product. This trajectory can be determined by solving the scheduling problem presented in Section 2.2. A carrier is
selected such that a feasible trajectory can be found. Based upon this trajectory, the delivery time
of the product to the infeed is determined. The product is then supplied from a buffer in front of
the infeed at this time.
The idea behind this strategy is that the controls are aimed at realising the determined trajectory over the infeed. Corrections are applied if the product deviates from this trajectory. Since
the trajectories are determined to be feasible prior, no more feasibility checks would have to be
performed during transport. This could significantly reduce the algorithm complexity and bring
more insight into the behaviour of the infeed.
To illustrate the merge capacity improvement, the following case is considered. It is assumed
that for small products, 1 in every n carriers passing the infeed can be loaded. For large products,
1 in every 2n carriers can be reached. Using Round-Robin, each nth carrier on the sorter is assigned to one of n infeeds. A 100% utilisation of the sorter can then be achieved for small products
if the supply is synchronized with the passing of assigned carriers. Since many of the projects sold
by Vanderlande contain mostly small products, this could prove to be a cost-effective customer
solution.
It would be valuable to assess the operational applicability of this control strategy. It should be
determined whether it can indeed decrease the complexity of the algorithm and improve merge
capacity. Since the reference trajectories are central in this approach, it is crucial to keep these
up-to-date during operation. It is not clear whether this approach could guarantee the robustness
that is required by Vanderlande. The new approach would require that a buffer is placed in front
of the infeed. A product dimension sensor also needs to be placed in this buffer, so that product
dimensions are known before carrier allocation.
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Conclusions & Recommendations
Conclusions
The objective of this study has been to determine the optimal design of a Vanderlande throwcatch infeed. In a typical sorting system multiple infeeds are required in a Merge Zone to ensure
a sufficient merge capacity. An infeed design is optimal if the Merge Zone realizes its required
merge capacity at the lowest possible cost. Reducing the cost of a Merge Zone can be achieved by
increasing the capacity per infeed such that less infeeds are required. It is therefore important to
quantify the impact of design alterations on design capacity, such that a cost-benefit analysis can
be performed.
A model framework has been constructed that allows for the theoretical benchmarking of throwcatch infeed designs. This framework has been applied successfully in the analysis of a throw-catch
infeed design. It offers the possibility of design space exploration before development of a physical prototype. An infeed can be easily customized in terms of both hardware and its controlled
behaviour. In comparison to previously developed models within Vanderlande, this model offers
the best combination of adaptability and fidelity. The level of detail that is contained in the model
can be easily extended due to the modular framework design.
The composition of the product flow that the infeeds must handle is a key consideration in the
design of the infeed. Large products are subject to rotation during handover from the throw onto
the catch belt. To counter this, a control rule is implemented that stops the catch belt during handover. For the largest considered product size this results in a design capacity decrease of over 41%
relative to a situation where the belt maintains constant velocity. Under this control rule, a subdivision of the catch belt into two separate belt conveyors can improve design capacity by 23 to 24%.
For small products, where the catch belt maintains a constant velocity, the induct forms the bottleneck. The maximum capacity is reached when the individual conveyor cannot adjust to the
velocity of an arriving product in time. An effective way of improving design capacity over the
induct is to shorten all of the induct short belts. A decrease of the belt length from 600mm to
450mm results in a capacity increase of up to 54% at a sorter velocity of 2.0m/s. At higher sorter
velocities it results in an increase of up to 24%.
For the considered sorter type, the infeed underperforms in terms of design capacity when the
sorter runs at a velocity of 2.0m/s. The design capacity limitation occurs for a small range of
product sizes and is caused by a carrier passing time interval that is too high. This interval can be
reduced by increasing the velocity or using a sorter type with a smaller pitch. Another downside
to the high time interval is the increase of the required induct length. The infeed requires an additional induct short belts of 450mm for a sorter velocity of 2.0m/s relative to the higher velocities.
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In order to maximize cost-effectiveness, the Merge Zone has to make optimal use of the infeeds
it contains. A control strategy has been proposed that can theoretically attain a 100% fill rate for
n infeeds given that an infeed is able to load every nth carrier. The difference in design capacity
between small products and large products is typically quite large due to the required catch belt
stop for large products. This approach is therefore very cost-effective if the flow contains a majority of either small or large products. It requires a fundamental change in the infeed control
algorithm and a buffer in front of the infeed that is outfitted with a dimension sensor.
When reviewing the research questions, it can be concluded that the design capacity can be maximized for small products by making the induct short belts as short as possible. For large products,
the travelled path over the catch belt should be as short as possible. This optimal infeed conveyor
lay-out in terms of design capacity will not change in the search of the maximum merge capacity.
It may have a fundamental effect on the infeed control algorithm however, but further research is
required to validate this.

Recommendations
This study has focused on bottlenecks resulting from hardware design choices of the infeed. Constraints that result from the real-time control implementation have not been included in the model.
This means that proposed alterations may not result in a capacity improvement under the current
controller design. The presented results will have to be compared against Vanderlande emulation to determine the behavioural differences, and to check what causes possible deviations. The
model framework is suited to implement control constraints in a throw-catch infeed description.
After identification of the control constraints, it is key to determine whether these constraints
can be removed. This may not be possible as a result of the current control strategy. For example,
gap enforcement between products may be required on the infeed to assure robustness and to
prevent collisions. In such a case it has to be determined whether the current control strategy
with carrier allocation on the induct should be maintained.
It should be assessed whether a control strategy can be implemented that allocates a carrier to
a product before supply to the infeed. One of the main difficulties in this approach is the uncertainty of a product trajectory during the throw-catch handover. The infeed must be able to correct
for deviations from the planned trajectory. This can be achieved by altering the acceleration location on the induct. It is of interest to know how long the induct must be to be able to correct for
the majority of the deviations that are encountered in practice.
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Appendix A

Analytical Relations of Model
Framework
In this appendix, analytical relations are presented that have been used in the model framework
that is discussed in Section 2.4. Within the scope of the model framework products are referred
to as entities.
Projected Length of Entity onto Conveyor
In the handover of an entity between two conveyors, the velocities of the belts are coupled until a
sufficient part of the entity resides on the succeeding conveyor. The part of the entity is determined by a factor f , as depicted in Figure 3.10. It is determined relative to the projected length of
the entity on the conveyor transport direction. Figure A.1 shows the length projection of an entity
−
with length Le and width We onto a vector →
v proj .

l
θ

^

u

w
Lproj

vproj

−
Figure A.1: Length projection of an entity onto vector →
v proj .
→
−
−
−̂
A length vector l and width vector →
w are defined relative to unit vector →
u . The entity is ro→
−
→
−̂
tation is given by angle θ between l and u . The two vectors are therefore given by


→
−
Le cos(θ)
l =
,
(A.1)
Le sin(θ)


We cos(θ + 90)
→
−
w =
.
(A.2)
We sin(θ + 90)
The projected length Lproj is calculated as
→
− −̂
−
−̂
Lproj = l · →
v proj + →
w ·→
v proj .
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Travel Distance of Entity over Junction
Alignment of the entity over a conveyor is defined relative to the center line. For a junction conveyor, a change in offcenterness results in a different travel distance. This is displayed in Figure
A.2.

Δxjunction,mid

Δxjunction,off
Δxoff

y

vup
θ

vdown

x

Figure A.2: Travel distance over a junction belt for an entity that is located off center.

−
The upstream junction belt with transport direction →
v up delivers to a downstream conveyor with
→
−
→
−
direction v down . Vector v up is aligned with the x-axis and is given by
 
1
→
−
v up =
.
(A.4)
0
−
−
Vector →
v down is rotated with angle θ relative to →
v up and is therefore determined as



cos(θ) − sin(θ) vup,x
→
−
v down =
.
sin(θ) cos(θ)
vup,y

(A.5)

The difference in travel distance to the center line ∆xoff is calculated by
∆xjunction,off =

v̂down,x
∆xoff ,
v̂down,y

(A.6)

−̂
where →
v down is given by
→
−
v down
→
−̂
v down = →
.
−
| v down |

(A.7)

Finally, the total travel distance over the junction is calculated as
∆xjunction = ∆xjunction,mid + ∆xjunction,off .
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On-The-Fly Profile Creation
In the trajectory scheduling algorithm presented in Section 3.1.3, a velocity profile over a group
of conveyors is created after a feasible trajectory over the infeed is determined. At that point, the
arrival and departure times at the group of conveyors is known. In order to store the velocity profile to the conveyors, the acceleration time instance has to be determined. The profile is depicted
in Figure A.3.

v
vout
vin
t1

t2

t4 t

t3

Figure A.3: On-The-Fly velocity profile.

The first and last time instances t1 and t4 are given by
t1 = tarrive ,

(A.9)

t4 = tdepart ,

(A.10)

where tarrive and tdepart are the given arrival and departure time at the conveyor group respectively.
Acceleration of the entity starts at t2 , which is calculated as


(vout − vin ) (vout − vin )2
1
(vout − vin )
− vin
−
t2 =
xT + vin t1 − vout t4 + vout
, (A.11)
(vin − vout )
ac
ac
2ac
where xT is the total distance that is travlled over the conveyors and ac is the fixed acceleration
rate of the conveyors. Finally, the velocity vout is reached at t3 and is determined as
t3 = t2 +

(vout − vin )
.
ac

(A.12)

On-The-Fly Travel Time Bounds
In order to determine a feasible travel time over a group of conveyors, the smallest and largest
possible On-The-Fly travel times are calculated. The minimum time ∆tmin,OTF and maximum time
∆tmax,OTF are given by
∆xout
(vout − vin ) ∆xvar,OTF
∆xin
+
+
+
,
vin
vout
ac
vout
∆xin
∆xout
(vout − vin ) ∆xvar,OTF
=
+
+
+
,
vin
vout
ac
vin

∆tmin,OTF =

(A.13)

∆tmax,OTF

(A.14)

where ∆xin is the constrained distance for which the arrival velocity vin is maintained. The variable
∆xout is the constrained distance at departure at velocity vout . The variable distance between the
profiles ∆xvar,OTF is calculated as
∆xvar,OTF = xT − ∆xin − ∆xout −

2
2
vout
− vin
.
2ac
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Via-Stop Profile Creation
Figure A.4 shows the Via-Stop velocity profile with the time instances that are of interest to define
the profile.

v
vout
vin
t1

t2

t3

t4

t5

t6 t

Figure A.4: Via-Stop velocity profile.

The arrival time t1 and departure time t6 are given by
t1 = tarrive ,

(A.16)

t6 = tdepart .

(A.17)

The remaining time instances are then calculated as
xstop
vin
−
,
vin
2dc
vin
t3 = t2 +
,
d

1
1
v2
1
t4 =
−vin t1 + vin t2 + vin t3 − 2 + vout t6 − xT ,
vout
2
2
2ac
vout
,
t5 = t4 +
a
t2 = t1 +

(A.18)
(A.19)
(A.20)
(A.21)

where dc is the fixed deceleration rate of the conveyors.
Via-Stop Travel Time Bound
In the case of the Via-Stop velocity profile, only the smallest possible travel time ∆tmin,VS has to be
calculated. The maximum transport time is indefinite. Minimum travel time ∆tmin,VS is given by
∆tmin,VS =

∆xin
∆xout
vin
vout
∆xvar,VS
+
+
+
+
,
vin
vout
dc
ac
vout

(A.22)

where the variable travel distance ∆xvar,VS is determined by
∆xvar,VS = xT − ∆xin − ∆xout −
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vin
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2dc
2ac

(A.23)
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Process Time of a Belt Conveyor
The process time for an entity is defined as the time it takes to fully hand over an entity and the
time it takes to adjust to the arrival velocity of the incoming entity. The velocity adjust time ∆tadjust
is given by
(vdepart,1 − varrive,2 )
dc
(varrive,2 − vdepart,1 )
=
ac

∆tadjust =

if

vdepart,1 ≥ varrive,2 ,

(B.1)

∆tadjust

if

vdepart,1 < varrive,2 ,

(B.2)

where ac and dc are the acceleration and deceleration rates respectively.
In order to prevent the entity from slipping, it is assumed the conveyor is coupled with the preceding and succeeding conveyors during handover of an entity. The preceding conveyor is referred
to as upstream and the succeeding as downstream. The total distance xT for which the entity is
transported by conveyor belt is given by
xT = Lc + ∆xcoupling,up + ∆xcoupling,down ,

(B.3)

where Lc is the length of the conveyor belt. The coupling distances are determined to start from
the moment the center of the product lies on the boundary of the conveyor belt. In this situation
half of the product is still residing on the conveyor. A handover factor f is defined that indicates the
relative amount of the entity that must reside on the downstream conveyor before it is considered
to be fully handed over, as depicted in Figure 3.10. The upstream and downstream coupling
distances are given by
∆xcoupling,up = (fup − 0.5)Lproj ,

(B.4)

∆xcoupling,down = (fdown − 0.5)Lproj ,

(B.5)

where Lproj is the entity length projected onto the conveyor direction. It is calculated by means of
Equation A.3. The arrival velocity of the first entity varrive,1 depends on the acceleration location
relative to the conveyor belt
varrive,1 = vin
q
2 − 2a (x
varrive,1 = vin
c acc,1 + ∆xcoupling,up )

if

xacc,1 ≥ ∆xcoupling,up ,

(B.6)

if

xacc,1 < ∆xcoupling,up .

(B.7)

The relation by which the process time is calculated depends on the acceleration position relative
to the conveyor, and on whether the maximum velocity is reached before handover of the entity.
Five scenarios have been distinguished which are outlined below. In each of these the start of the
conveyor belt is considered as x = 0 and the arrival time tarrive,1 = 0.
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Acceleration starts prior to arrival conveyor belt and maximum velocity is not reached
Acceleration location xacc,1 < −∆xcoupling,up and the maximum velocity cannot be reached before
handover of the entity, as displayed in Figure B.1. The departure velocity is given by
q
2
+ 2ac xT .
(B.8)
vdepart,1 = varrive,1
The process time only consists of an acceleration time and velocity adjust time, which are calculated as
(vdepart,1 − varrive,1 )
,
ac
= ∆tacc + ∆tadjust .

(B.9)

∆tacc =
∆tprocess,1

v

(B.10)

v
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varrive,2
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�xcoupling,up
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�xcoupling,down

�tacc

�tadjust

t

Figure B.1: Conveyor belt process time for an On-The-Fly velocity profile of an entity that accelerates prior to arriving on the belt and that does not reach the maximum velocity before downstream
handover.

Acceleration starts prior to arrival conveyor belt and maximum velocity is reached
Acceleration location xacc,1 < −∆xcoupling,up and the departure velocity vdepart,1 = vout , as displayed
in Figure B.2. The process time is calculated by
(vout − varrive,1 )
,
ac
varrive,1 (vout − varrive,1 ) (vout − varrive,1 )2
= xT −
−
,
ac vout
2ac vout
= ∆tacc + ∆tmax + ∆tadjust .

∆tacc =
∆tmax
∆tprocess
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Figure B.2: Conveyor belt process time for an On-The-Fly velocity profile of an entity that accelerates
prior to arriving on the belt and that reaches the maximum velocity before downstream handover.
Acceleration starts on conveyor belt and maximum velocity is not reached
Acceleration location −∆xcoupling,up ≤ xacc,1 ≤ Lc + ∆xcoupling,down and vdepart,1 < vout , as displayed
in Figure B.3. The departure velocity of the first entity is calculated as
q
2
+ 2ac (xT − xacc,1 − ∆xcoupling,up ).
(B.14)
vdepart,1 = varrive,1
The process time relation is given by
(B.15)

∆tprocess = ∆tmin + ∆tacc + ∆tadjust ,
where the components ∆tmin and ∆tacc are given by
(xacc,1 + ∆xcoupling,up )
,
varrive,1
(vdepart,1 − varrive,1 )
.
=
ac

∆tmin =

(B.16)

∆tacc

(B.17)
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Figure B.3: Conveyor belt process time for an On-The-Fly velocity profile of an entity that accelerates
on the belt and that does not reach the maximum velocity before downstream handover.
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Acceleration starts on conveyor belt and maximum velocity is reached
Acceleration location −∆xcoupling,up ≤ xacc,1 ≤ Lc + ∆xcoupling,down and vdepart,1 = vout , as displayed
in Figure B.4. The process time is calculated as
(B.18)

∆tprocess = ∆tmin + ∆tacc + ∆tmax + ∆tadjust ,
where the components ∆tmin , ∆tacc and ∆tmax are given by
(xacc,1 + ∆xcoupling,up )
,
varrive,1
(vdepart,1 − varrive,1 )
=
,
ac
varrive,1 (vdepart,1 − varrive,1 ) (vdepart,1 − varrive,1 )2
xT − xacc,1 − ∆xcoupling,up
−
−
.
=
vdepart,1
ac vdepart,1
2ac vdepart,1

∆tmin =

(B.19)

∆tacc

(B.20)

∆tmax

vdepart,1

(B.21)
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Figure B.4: Conveyor belt process time for an On-The-Fly velocity profile of an entity that accelerates
on the belt and that reaches the maximum velocity before downstream handover.

Acceleration starts after handover
In the case that xacc,1 ≥ Lc + ∆xcoupling,down , the departure velocity vdepart,1 = vin . The process time
is given by
∆tprocess = ∆tmin + ∆tadjust ,

(B.22)

(Lc + ∆xcoupling,up + ∆xcoupling,down )
.
varrive,1

(B.23)

where ∆tmin is given by
∆tmin =
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Appendix C

Confidential Appendix: Simulation
Experiment Model Configurations
This appendix contains confidential information on the Vanderlande throw-catch infeed. It is only
available at Vanderlande and has not been made public.
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